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.L .. INTRODllCTION 

west are annually plagued by frost action in theirsubgrades. Among 

the economic losses :f.ncurred.are costs of repair and maintenance of 

the dayqaged roadway • Conside-rable loss of . skiq ref?istant surface 
. ·' . ' : . . ~ .· ', 

aggregat~ occurs 'because of intrustorl inio the thaw-softened subgra.de. 

Economic Tm.plicatioriis alsp o<!cut to llighway ·usets if a weight limit em

bargo is :imposed, or more severely if coiuplet"e closure of the roadway 

is (lictated ·by thaw..:induce.d lack of traffic supp<;>,rt capacity. 

Frost 'action in suqgrade soils occurs in two ph~ases. In the first 

phase, soil heave's with the growth of ice byers or lenses as the 
r 

freezing front moveE,; int:o the.subgrade. Freezing of the pore.water 

essentially '1dries'1 the soil, making the pore water uP.availal>le fOr. 

s<;>il attract:i,;on arid therapy decreasing its capillary potential (or 

\ 
increasing the su,rfa.ce a:tt.racUon for water). · More water then moves 

upward from an area of higher capillary potential, increasing the 

volume of frozen wafer and the soil's water content, creating a.dditional 

ice lensing, ultimatelY accompanied by heavib.g or vertical displacement 

of 1:he roadway. 

The second phase of frost action occurs in the spring of the year 

when thawing of ice lenses occurs with .the do'Wll.ward advancing thaw. 

front. Melting of ice lenses causes a supersaturated condition in the 

~oil, with the diminishing layer of ice impeding gravitational drainage. 



Dur:ing this period of time the roadway"is vulnerable 

ruttin~; aggregate is pushed into the supersahirated. 

subgrade .that is. (itlifJ)laced. is pumped ~0 the sui fa~~: ~~ttri'd'i;{g ~~;~the .. 

shoulder region; orboth. 

It was the purpose of this investigation to eval~atE:tthe :i.ti:,:sit~ 

performance of Mirafi 140 fabric in the construction of soil-aggregat.e 

arid granular sudaced ~roadways overlying frost-susceptible fine, grained 

subgrades. the p-fimary :function of the fabric was as ~n ittterlayer 

reinforceme~t bett,leen the subgrade and ~ither a soil-aggregate surface 

or a base course materi~:r·. 
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2. TEST SECTIONS 

140 fabric was placed in seven test sections, located at two sites 

in Linn County, Iowa. Five ~ereon.aco\lnty:road north,of Alburnett 
. . 

and two w~re northwest of Fatbf.ax {Figure 1}. Each test. section was 

paired with an adjacent control sectioil,,c.onstructed in the same 

manner as ;the t.est s~ctic:nil,, e:l(cept ·lack.f;g fabric• '.I;he areas of frost-
. . 

susceptible subgr~<,les wez:~ .established by .. persortal communications and 

site inspections· with Lihrt C9u.n:ty engit').;eeririg and maintenance 
\,, ..... ' ' I ' - ~ ' 

personnel and local residents. 

One co®noti.ly 1J,sed method t;o 2omb,at. frost action is to core out 

'the frost"'.susceptib1e material, repta~"ing it ~ith a c~arse granular 

··backfill. ·sec'tfons lA, .lB, .2A, and· 2B at the Alburnett site (Figure 2) 

were const;ruct.ed. October 21-":22, 1976 in this manner. The existing soil

aggregate surfac~ course was removed; ~he fr'o~t:..:susceptl.ble subgr~de 
''zx .. / 

- - : 

was.undercut about two feet and bac.kf:tlled wi,th. a coarse aggregate; 
.I .. . , .. 

,. .. '~ 

aPd the . soil...:.aggtegc:J.te surf a.c~ cQti:p:;~ tqas :replacec;l ~nd .c.ompac ted. 

Removal and. re~1~2emePt of materials was done with a self...:.l.oading 

scraper. Sectio11: lA employed a layer of fabric between the granular 

backfill .and the .soil;...aggregate surface course. In se·ctions lB and 

2A the granular backfill was located within a trough of fabric produced 

by placing the fabric along the bottom and sides of the core-out. A 

layer of fabric was placed between the granular backfill and surface 

course of section lB, .wll.ile irt sec.tiQQ. 2A, the sof!;..,aggregate was 



lljj 

,\I~ 

Figure I. M9-p of"Ceda:r"Rap1as;":··It1Waan:d-,surrouncld:1lJ:g~~ea:-,~,,,~.'~,--,,--c-"~-,'""'""-''7"~ 
with location~ of test section sites. 

,.,,.~ 
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50'. 50' .. . 50.. ·. 50' 
~ · · r ····· 1 · · .. ,. - ... , 

. . . . ~:;-~- ,. . .. · .· .. · ~·.· .. ., ~~~. . . ~ .. I . . -~-l: ·~-
SECTION 2B 1 SECTION ~A . · ···•· • . •· ·· SECTION 1 B 1 .. SECTION .1 PJ,· . . i . 

. Control Section l . Gra·n· .ular······.bac.t<fill·.·.· . ·. · .• Fabr. ic encl.osin.g. l .. F ... abri.c b.etwelen ·;. 
no fabric 1 · . . in . ·. ·. granul a.r backfill : soil ~aggregate!_ an,d • 

·: . fabnctro~gh · l · :. granular back111l 

PLN4 VI.EW 

IJ1 

PROFILE 

SECTfON A,..A I. · s£cn oN s .. s · 

Figure 2. Mirafi fabric test sections>lA, l:B, 2A and2B at Alburnett, Iowa. 
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placed directly on the backfill. Section 2B became the comparative 

control for sections lA, lB, and 2A since no fabric was used in its 

construction. 

Alburnett sections 3 and 4 were constructed October 14., 1976 

(Figure 3). The frost-susceptible subgrade was exposed by stripping 

off the soil-aggregate surface. The subgrade was then shapedwith a 

blade grader and compacted with a sheep' s-foot roller. In section 3 a 

layer of fabric was placed on the subgrade and the soil-aggregate was 

replaced on top of the fabric. Section 4 became the comparative control 

for section 3, as no fabr-ic was used; the soil-aggregate was replaced on 

the subgrade in a manner identical to that of section 3. Following 

subgrade compaction, recordingthertnotneter leads were installed in a 

one-inch deep trench in the subgrades of sections 3 and 4. A third 

thermometer lead was installed in such a manner as to record ambient 

air temperatures. Purpose of the thermometers was (a) to record any 

insulating effect the fabric may have had on the subgrade, and (b) to 

determine the number of free.ze-thaw cycles occurring within the upper 

portion of the subgrade. 

Sections 5 and 6 at Alburnett were constructed October 13, 1976 on 

frost stable subgrades as a means of overall comparative control be

tween stable and frost-prone subgrades, Mirafi treated and non-treated 

systems (Figures 4~ 5 and 6). These sections were constructed in the 

same manner as sections 3 and 4 where the exposed subgrade was shaped 

and rolled. A layer of fabric was placed on the subgrade of section 5, 
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il"fH'''&Ii!P't!\\f' ··· ~·•willill li'!lli.kY~~~ 1/:!ll~lllrtrwwd 1iHWiinw ••it'd :Hiii-'!lwi;tne~tntw: 'u : WdrriiW!Wili ' w lur #iilf'Uri'rlil'iir Miilillill' · @ , i !h 1111 lil!ll':te~ilfr1· rt'*' niilltoitvd•• T · n r m: iniin it tt t'i~l~Mi*lo#~t !!all tiililri1r 'i:t:rt· t:lili.-~tlliit;l. !t•wi \ •I 

recording 
:thermometers· 

Figure 3. Mirafi fabric test sections 3 and 4 at Alburnett, Iowa. 
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Figure 4. Mir~fi fabric· test sections 5 .and 6 at Alb-urnett, Idwa. 
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Figur,e 5. Mirafi. .140 fabric placed on subgrade of 
Alburnett Secti()n ~. 

Figure 6. Soil-aggregate surface course being~. 
replaced on top of fabric. 
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and the soil-aggregate surface course was replaced and compacted on 

both sections. Section 6 also became the control for section 5. 

All test sections at the Alburnett site were constructed by Linn 

County maintenance personnel using conventional County-owned equipment. 

Test sectio.ns at the Fairfax site were constructed October 21, 

1976 following a contracted geometric,al change of the embankment that 

consisted primarily of ditch and shoulder widening, i.e., little or no 

change in longitudinal profile or elevations. Mirafi fabric was in-

corporated between the subgrade and a contracted macadam base/surface 

course by Linn County, Iowa State University, and Celanese personnel. 

Test sections 1 and 2, using the method of coring-out frost-susceptible 

subgrade followed by replacement with granular backfill, were eliminated 

by Linn County because of the additional expense that would have been 

incurred from force accounting a nearly completed contract. 

Fairfax sections 3 and 4 were built in an area presumably containing 

frost-susceptible subgrade·soils (Figures 7 and 8). The subgrade had 

been previously graded and compacted by the contractor. A layer of 

Mirafi 140 fabric was placed on the subgrade in section 3, and each 

section was then overlaid with 8 inches of an open graded macadam stone 

of 4 inch top size, section 4 being used as the control section. The 

macadam base was topped off with 4 inches of choke, consisting of 3/4 

inch maximum size Class A road stone. Both the macadam baseand choke 

stone were compacted by vibratory roller. 

Sections 5 and 6 at the Fairfax site were built on frost-stable 

subgrades previously blade graded and rolled by the contractor, 

.....___. 
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stcnoN 3 
Mirafi Soectibn 

SECTION A-A I 

SECTION 4 

Ctnft:rol Section 

L. ·.·• choke stone - macadam base 

Figure 7. Mirafi fabric test sections 3 and 4 at Fairfax, Iowa. 
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Figure 8. Mirafi 140 fa]lri~ being pl~ced on subgra.de 
of Fairfax Section 3. · · 
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Figures~' 10, and 11). A layer of -fabric was placed on the subgrade 

of section 5 and the open graded mae;adam base, with choke stone, was 

_ ~overlai.cr"e>n-botb'-'se~tfons";~s-ec'fl'bn~'~c-~b""'e;[ng"-tne compatative control for 

section 5. Sections 5 and 6 were thus the comparative control for 

stable and frost-prot~..e subgrades ~• Miraff treated and non:...t;~eated systems. 

In June_ 1977, a seal co.at. wea~:Lng sl1rf~:tce was applied to all 

Fairfax secti<>Ps· Iri. the_ spling of 1~hs, a thin aspb;aldc cdncret;:e 

overlay was. appii'<l to_ eath~secd.:Qri at Fa:lrfax. 

The Albitrnett and Fairfax sections prpvided a range of subgra.de 

test and control·sections underlyftlg(l) a commonly used soil+-agg~egate 

sur.face or (2) ;a .higher type base/surface system, respectively. For 

example, Alburnett sections.<lA tht~ugh 2B compared selected backfill 
. . . 

treatment of the subgrade soil, 't17ithout Mirafi., to sections containing 

the· Mirafi asjl membrane separation .. between surface and backfill, 

membrane•separat.ion. between backfill and probable stable subgrade, as 

Sections 3 and 4 

compare less costly metbods>ot" <;lea.Jingwith the :f:t:ost;_..,.pron~ subgrade 

soil, wfth~b·il.t:id without Mira.H:, yet. comparison of sections lA through 

4 entertained_ the potential comparison that normal backfill. tt:eatment 

may be unhecessary • Sections 5 and 9 prdyide_d the data needed to 
,>',''' 

objectively analyze sections lA'through 4• Sii!li;tar coml)ad.s.ons were 

available in the Fairfax sectidns, with the ej(Ception of the ;zSr~:uiular 

backfill process. 
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SECTION 5 
-~ , ... 

Mirafi Section · Control Sectio·n 

I 
J- : 

1oo··· 
:r . · ... · ·· ...... -.. . .. 

I!' ... ·. ···., " . " ' " _...._ -J . . lOOt .. 

.~ .. · choke stone 
',: 

· : oi§eiJ"·']··c r·>···ww;?zt"''W'r'®'"""ilaFCY~'Y'"'IJ)19tlilio.;'"' ... • macadam base ,__AL, ,·· ) .. ·' · ... ·.·.- ... ' .. ~·•·-·:.·· .,._·.·.:-- '-'· ,·.1: ··_, 

SECT:HlN' A-·A I 

Figure 9. Mirafi fabric test sections 5. an~ 6 at Fairfax., Iowa. 
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Figure 10. Procedure used to lay and shape macadam 
base. 

Figure 11. Vibratory roller compacting macadam base. 
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3. INVESTIGATIONS 

Though the investigation reported herein was.primarily a field 

performance evaluation, both laboratory and in-situ tests were conducted 

on all materials and within each test section location. 

3.1. Properties of Mirafi 140 Fabric 

The nonwoven fabric used in this study is trademarked as mirafi 

140. The fabric is composed of two types of continuous artificial 

fib~rs; one a polypropylene, the other a polypropylene core sheathed in 

* nylon [1). The fibers are heat bonded into a random arrangement by 

fusion of the nylon sheathed fibers at their contact points. According 

to the manufacturers literature, the random structure thus produces a 

fabric having equal strength in all directions. 

Table 1 is a summary of information on the fabric as obtained from 

the manufacturer [1]. The grab test procedure for determining.the 

breaking load and elongation of fabrics is presented in ASTI1 standard 

D-1682 [2]. Data presented for the grab test are the maximum load 

sustained and the elongation at the breaking load. Grab test specimens 

are 4 inches in width and are clamped in jaw faces 3 inches apart, 

each having a width of 1 inch. Therefore the test determines the 

* Numbers in brackets indicate references listed at the end of the 
report. 
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·, Table 1. Information St!.mtnary on "Mirafi 140 fabri.c' 
(from Celanese [1}). 

Grab strength, wet 0 
Re.tention at -70 F 

Grab elongation, wet . . . . . . 0 
Retentiona.t ..,.70 F 

Trapezoid tear strength 

Air permeability 

Minimum weight 

Average thi.ckness 

FabriC! width 

Length per roll 

Average weight per roll 

...Q 

.. 
0 
0 

J 

120 1b 
100 % 

130 % 
40 % 

65 1b 

2 
250 .cfm/ft 

. 2 
4.1 oz,/yd 

30 mils 

14 ft 9 in 

328 ft 

170 1b 

20 . .40 60 80 100 .120 .l4Q 160 

Figure 12. 

.. 

Elongation (%) 

Load-elongation .curve for Mirafi 140 fabri.c in 
··grab test· {from·celanese fl]") . 

-:t 
.I 
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"effective strength" of the fibers in a specific width, together with 

the additional strength ·contributed by adjacent fibers. Tested at 

-70°F, the fabric retains 100% of its grab strength, yet elongates 

only 40% of what it does when tested at the standard temperature. 

Figure 12 presents a typical load-elongation curve for Mirafi 140 in 

this test [1]. 

The trapezoid tear test procedure is presented in ASTM standard 

D-2263 [2]. Trapezoid tear strength of a fabric is determined primarily 

by the individual fibers actually gripped in the clamps, rather than by 

the·. full fabric structure. The force required to successively break 

individual fibers is thus the trapezoid tear strength. This test is 

useful in estimating relative tearability of various fibers. 

The fabric is claimed to be rot-proof, mildew-proof, and insect

and-rodent~proof, and chemicals normally encountered in civil engineering 

applications produce no noticeable effect on the fabric [1]. 

3.2. Laboratory Investigation 

Samples of the subgrade and soil-aggregate surface of each Alburnett 

section were obtained innnediately prior to and during construction, 

sufficient for classification study purposes. Particle size, MSHTO 

and Unified classifications of the Alburnett samples are presented in 

Table 2, along with results of Atterberg Limits tests. Table 3 presents 

similar data obtained onbase and subgrade samples from the Fairfax 

sections, alL samples again being obtained either prior to or during 
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Table 2. Classification of Alburnett Test Sections Soil-Aggregate Surfaces and Subgrades, 

:t; 

~i'1'1"""- .. ''>·~· 

October, 1976.. · 

Physical Properties 

%Gravel p6~2-4.76 mm) 

% Sand (4 ~76-0 .074 hun) 

% Silt (01074-0.005 nun) 
1 : 

% Clay (<Q. 005 mm) . . I 

AtterbergiLimits: 
. ' 
. _r 

'Liqui4 Limit 
r 
i ' 

Plastic Limit 
I . 
i 

iPlastlcity Index 
) t 
. I 
I f 

AASNTO Cltssification 
1 t 

Uni{ied Gtassification 
r ·l 

Uniformity Coefficient, C 
I · U ' i 

--~ 

a l 
NP ~!Nonplastic. 

I , 

Sub grade 

Sections Sections Sections 
1 and 2 3 ·and 4 5 and 6 

0 0 0 

52 34 39 

32 41 4.2 

16 25 19 

26.0 37.1 29.1 

17.4 19.:o5 18.1 

8.6 17..6 lLO 

A-4(1) A-6(9) A-.6(4) 

sc CL CL 

170 410 78 

Surface 

Sec.tions Sections Sections 
1 and 2 3 and.-4 · 5 and 6 

--
18. f"8 20 

63 56. 59 

14 1o:· 14 

5 6 7 

NPa NPa NPa 

A-1-b A....:l~b A-1-b 

sw S:P sw 

55 95 92 

N 
0 



Table 3. Classification of Fairfax Test Sections Base and Subgrades, October, 1976. 

Physical Properties 

%Gravel (76.2-4.76 nun) 

%Sand (4.76-0.074 nun) 

% Silt (0.074-0.005 mm) 

% Clay (<0.005 nun) 

At terberg Limits: 

Liquid Limit 

Plastic Limit 

Plasticity Index 

AASHTO Classification 

Unified Classification 

Uniformity Coefficient, C 
u 

a NP = Nonplastic. 

Sections 
3 and 4 

0 

44 

39 

17 

22.8 

15.6 

7.2 

A-4{1) 

CL 

131 

Sub grades 
Sections Macadam 
5 and 6 Base 

0 86 (101.6-4.76 mm) 

40 7 

19 
} Silt and 

21 7 Clay 

33.6 

18.6 

15.0 NPa 

A-6(6) A-1-a 

CL GP 

114 17 

N ,...... 
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actual construction. 

As may be noted from Tables 2 and 3, properties of each surface 

or subgrade section show some variability. This is most evident in 

the Alburnett soil-aggregate surface materials and stems from localized 

variations within the surface course due to annual spreading and 

mixing operations, as well as to more frequent spot spread of aggregate 

within a deteriorating surface. 

The frost susceptibility of soils is often related to silt content, 

silts being of such a particle size as to provide maximum capillary 

conductivity of water to the freezing front. However, other particle 

sizes play an important role in capillary moisture movement in that 

I they may provide a poorly graded to well-graded particle size distri-
,, 

bution, or mixture of particle sizes. The well-graded distribution 

retards capillarity, the poorly graded assists it~ The subgrade soils 

at both sites could be classified as non-uniform due to their high uni-

formity coefficients. Also, more than three percent of the particle 

sizes of each subgrade soil was smaller than 0.02 mm, a particle size 

distribution criterion set by Casagrande [3] for considerable ice 

segregation to occur in a non-uniform soil, assuming natural freezing 

conditions with a sufficient water supply. 

All of the subgrade soils at both sites classified as either A-4 

or A-6 in the AASHTO system. Group A-4 represents frost-prone silty 

soils having a.high and rapid capillary action. Alburnett sections lA 

through 2B and Fairfax sections 3 and 4 each classified in Group A-4, 

i. 
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and each :was ident:ified_as frost~sQscet;>t:.ib~e oA the basis of past 

performance. Albu:t:nett sections 3 and 4 classified asA-6, but :were 

a.ls.o. ident:.:if:i.ed performance as fros.t prone. An A-6 classifica-

tion represents a group of so.ils in :which clay content reduces the 

rapidity of capillary action from that of an A-4. The high group index 

and uniformity coefficient of Alburnett sections 3 and 4 soils, however, 

indicates a definite frost susceptib:l:lity. 

All surface course materials a,s :well as the Fail:fax macadambase 

:were.classified in the A.:...l grouping; generally ranging from coarse 

·.sand .. to 'stone fragments or gravel as the predominant material. ' Such 

materials have very low capillary. c'oriductivitfes and thus contribute 

little or nothing to roadway frost action. 

Labora.totyclassificat:ion t~st'.ing therefore correlated with 

observed freeze-thaw performanceS of eadi. roadway S~ttion;. 

3. 2 .1. Freeze ... tha:w Tests 

The use of Mirafi 140 fabric for stabilizing frost-susceptible 

roads is based orrt'he concept of strengthening of the soil materials to 

withstand thaw-softened support, rather than on reducing heave that 

occurs during· freezing o£ a sub grade. Th.e amount of heave occurring in 

a soil provides an indication of strength o:f the thawed soiL The 

more a soil heav.es, the more water is imbibed during freezing, and·· 

more :water present during. tha.Jing lowers. the soils' thawed strength> 

Therefore a limited investigation :was undertaken to determine '.if in-

elusion of Mirafi in a soil reduced the amount of heave which might 

occur during freezing. 
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A modification of the Iowa freeze-thaw test, developed by George 

and Davidson [4] for determining freeze-thaw durability of stabilized 

soils, was used to measure heave of both untreated and Mirafi-treated 

soil specimens. Basically this test duplicates field conditions of 

freezing from the top while water is available at the bottom of the 

specimen for upward capillary moisture movement. In this procedure, 4 

inch diameter by 4.56 inch high soil specimens (1/30 cu ft) are molded 

in three equal layers at standard ASTM D698 [21 density and optimum 

moisture content. For the Mirafi-treated specimens, single-thickness 

4 inch diameter discs of fabric were inserted between compacted layers 

during molding. Following molding, soil specimens were placed in Plexi

glas holders which fit inside insulated thermos flasks, filled to a 

predetermined depth of water for contact with the specimen base, 

providing an available source of capillary water. All specimen height 

(heave) measurements were performed with the specimen in its holder 

and the holder in its flask in order to avoid disturbing test components. 

Initial height measurements served as a datum for all succeeding 

measurements following freezing or thawing. 

Flasks containing"each specimen were placed in a freezer maintained 

at 20 + 2°F, a temperature equivalent to the average minimum air 

temperature in Iowa during winter months. To simulate in-situ freezing 

conditions, the specimens were frozen from the top down, while the 

water in contact with the specimen base was maintained at approximately 

35°F by insulation of the flask; the temperature was controlled with a 
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small light bulb attached to theba$e of the specimen holder, regulated 

by a variable voltage source. Mter 16 hours of freezing, specimen 

flaskswere removed from the freezer, height measurements taken, and 

thawing was allowed for 8 hours at room temperature. This constituted 

one cycle, and was repeated at least 10 times. Elongation, or change 

in specimen height following freeze or thaw, was expressed as a 

percentage of the original 4.56 inch height. 

The soil used in this series of tests was an S.C.S. identified 

Shelby series derived from glacial till, like the soils of Linn County. 

Linn County test section soils were not used in these tests in order to 

conserve limited samples and because in freeze-thaw tests more drastic 

heaves are known to occur with the Shelby than initial testing indicated 

would occur with the test site samples. Physical and mineralogical 

properties of this soil are noted in Table 4. 

In the first test series, a disc of Mirafi fabric was molded 

beneath the top compacted layer of the specimen. A control specimen 

(no fabric) was also produced. Percent elongation measured during 

eleven freeze-thaw cycles on both specimens is shown in Figure 13. Each 

specimen expanded similarly during the first two freeze-thaw cycles. 

This was apparently the result of capillary water seeking the freezing 

front during freezing, coupled with continued elongation during 

thawing due to swelling of the montmorillonitic clay upon absorption of 

water. Additional elongation occurred during the third freeze, but 

both specimens contracted during the thaw cycle, indicating the 
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Table 4. Physical and mineralogical properties of Shelby series soil 

Property 

Textural Composition, % 

Gravel ( 4.76 mm) 

Sand (4.76- 0.074 mm) 

Silt (0.074 - 0.005 mm) 

Clay ( 0.005 mm) 

Physical Properties: 

Liquid Limit, % 

Plastic Limit, % 

Plasticity Index, % 

Specific Gravity 

Standard Dry Density, pcf 

Shelby Soil 
Knoxville~ Iowa 

0.0 

2.6 

57.4 

40.0 

54 

32 
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Standard Optimum Moisture Content, % 

2.70 

100.0 

20.9 

Classification: 

Textural 

AASHTO 

Unified 

Predominant Clay Mineral: 

Silty Clay 

A-7-5 (15) 

MH 

Montmorillonite 

probability of complete expansion of the clay lattices coupled with 

partial gravitational drainage during thawing. Through cycle eleven, 

the untreated specimen continued elongating, generally heaving 8 to 

10% each freeze cycle. Maximum elongation of the untreated control 

it. 
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specimen was 23% of its original height. Through cycle eleven, the 

specimen containing Mirafi stabilized at about 14% elongat:Lon after 

freezing, and between 9 and 10% after thawing. The treated specimen. 

thus heaved slightly greater than 4%, or about one-half as much as 

the untreated. 

A second test series was performed on the Shelby soil using 

techniques :identical to those described in the prev:i.ous paragraph. 

Results confirmed the same relative relationships between control and 

treated specimens. 

Since location of the fabric within a specimen profile might in

fluence elongation, a third series of freeze-thaw tests was conducted 

on the Shelby soil. The series included (1) a Hirafi disc molded 

between the top and mid-layers, (2) a Mirafi disc between the mid and 

bottom layers, (3) a disc of fabric at each of the third-point locations, 

and (4) control. Figure 14 presents the average elongation results of 

this series. All specimens expanded through the fifth freeze-thaw cycle. 

During the sixth thaw, all treated specimens indicated the advent of 

gravitational drainage, while the clay in the control specimen continued 

to expand. Expansion of the control specimen clay lattice appeared 

complete following freeze cycle seven, since a decrease in elongation 

appeared at the seventh thaw. Although differences between Mirafi

treated and control specimens were evident, magnitude of heave was 

generally not as pronounced as that observed in the first and second 

test series. 

.Iii.. 
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Regardless of locatiot1 of the single disE treatment, §imilar 

elongation. characteristiCs were ,gbserved for specimens .contidning only 

one layer of fabri~. Two f~bric discs, each t>laced at the: SJ'ecitnen 

third points,; significantly reduced expansion as compared with any of 
•' . . ' 

the other treatments and/or control. After ap. initlai elongation of 

about 2%, a-dditional expansion during cqntinued freez'e--thaw cycles 

amounted to' less than 0.5%. All spe.citn~ns, except that with t):te fabric 

under the. :top layer, were recovered after the freeze.:..thaw tes.ts for use 

in stability .evaluation. 

when compared with the control,. tq.e lower he.aving observe:tl with· 

~irafi-layered specimens lllay.have .resu:Lted fro.m the fabric providing a 

pa. rtial cutoff of capillary. water to the remainder of the specitnen • . , ' ' 

Since Mirafi 140 fabric was designed for use as .a filter, ·its average 
. . 

pore size is eq.1,1ivalent tO that of a tnediJJ.m fin.e sand, a material generally 
\ 

anticipated .to, have a lower .capillary conductivity than the. silty 'clay 
-.., .. ' 

Shelby series .soil use.d in .this study. In addition, surface attraction , 

be.tween the. fabric and water should he. considerably less than that. 

between the Shelby soil. and water, thus inhibiting capillary water rise. 

· A small amount o:t lateral bulging may occur during the. growth of 

ice lenses within a container of the si2:e used in thisfreeze--thaw study. 

\.Uth the inclusion of fabric in a s.pecimen, any rein.forcement provided 

may prevent part of this bulgil(tg and inhibit growth of icelenses, 

which in turn may tend to result in smaller elbngations. 
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A limited investigation was undertaken to evaluate a soil's strength 

parameters and stress-strain characteristics due to inclusion of Mirafi 

within a soil specimen. The patented Iowa K-Test allows determination 

of various shear and stability parameters from a single specimen· [5]. 

The test, which has been used extensively in other research efforts 
. ' 

[6, 7], utilizes standard Proctor 1/30 cu ft. [4] laboratory specimens 

normally thr,own away after density measurements. Such specimens are un

acceptable for triaxial tests since they emphasize end restraint due to 

' a h~ight-to-diameter ratio approaching 1. L Unconfined compression tests 
) 

of Proctor. specimens are also som~what unrealistic, especially for sandy 

soils. However, these same specimens may be utilized in the IowaK-Test 

apparatus, which provides a continuous measure of lateral stress as a 

function of vertical stress. One of the important characteristics of 

the t.est is that as the vertical load increases, the lateral stress 

continuously increases through a variable horizontal'restraint- a 

characteristic similar to some forms of a far more costly' stress-path 

triaxial test, yet much more realistic than conunonl.y used unconfined com-

pression testing. In addition, the te$t can be performed on each specimen 

from a. mo;istur.e-density and/or freeze-thaw test for evaluation of effect 

of moisture. The time tequired for testi~g and calculation of.elasto-

plastic parameters is about the same as that needed to run and evaluate 

an unconfined compr,ession test, yet the Iowa K-Test prov.ides a very high. 

degree of correlation with more sophisticated triaxial shear tests. 
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Shelby series soil specimens were prepared in a manner identical 

to that used for thefreeze-thaw tests. Discs of Mirafi 140 fabric were 

inserted between the compacted layers during the standard .ASTM D698 com-

paction process [2]. 

To conduct the K-Test, the 4 inch diameter soil specimen is placed 

in a split mold and subjected to applied vertical loads. Vertical dis-

placement of the specimen and lateral expansion of the mold are. 

measured. Vertical loads are applied through a proving ring (or other 

load measuring devices) and the radial stresses produced on the soil 

specimen are related to the mold's expansion through a calibration 

factor. Vertical and lateral (radial) stresses and strains of the soil 

specimen are thus obtained. By monitoring these values during a test, 

continuous evaluation of k, the ratio of horizontal to vertical stress, 

¢, internal friction angle of soil, c, the soil's cohesion parameter, 

and E , the soil's vertical deformation modulus, may be obtained. v . . . . . . . 

Results of the Iowa K-Tests are presented in Table 5. Three speci-

mens were tested with two layers of fabric, one each at the specimen 

third points; six specimens were tested with one disc of fabric molded 

between the top and middle compacted layers; and, for comparative 

purposes, seven control specimens were tested, In addition, the K-Test 

was also performed on similiar specimens from the third series of freeze-

thaw tests, following completion of 10 freeze-thaw cycles. For the sake 

of brevity, Table 5 presents only the mean values of all tests. 

Data indicated that incorporation of fabric during specimen compac-

tion created a slight reduction in dry density, even with very similar 
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Table 5. Moisture-density and Iowa K-Test parameters for Shelby ser{~s soil s~ecimens, 
without Mirafi 140 fabric. . . 

Moisture Vertical Angle of 
ConteJtt, .. -Dry .. Deformation !nternal 

%_Dry Density, c<Jhesio:n Friction., ¢, 
Treatment Soil Wt. pcf c, psi Degrees ,,. 

eontrol - Untreated: 

Near. standard M;...D 2-0.6 
.; > 

98~2 2138 1.4.3 22.7 

After freeze.,..thaw 30.9 .. 90.} 1752 8.2 0.0 

One fabric layer: '·0 

Near Standard M-D 20.8 96.3 2032 14.8 23.7 
'c•k 

.. 
After.~reeze-t]iaw 31.9 89.8 1850 9,9 5.1 

two fabric.iayers: 

Near stan~lard M-D 21.0 95 .• 7 1622 16.4 23.4 

After free·ie..,..t:haw > 29.) 91.8 1784 lO.l 8.7 

' 

I 
i 

~ith a.rid 

I 

Lat~ral 

Stress 
Ratio, k 

0.~37 

o. 477 
w 
1..0 

0.317 

0 •. 648 

0.317 

0.574 
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specimen moisture contents~ This condition may result from t.lie load 

spreading capabil.ity of the. fabric, crea.tlng a. mor~ even distribution 

of the compacting t:amforce~ as was alsoev.idenced in the Benkelman 

.beam field tests, In addition, a soil must be sheared to be compacted; 

i.e., it must develop internal shear surfaces. :t.f the fabric tended 

to confine these surfaces, it would thus contribute to the lower 

densities. 

Since the ·quantity of K;...Test data in this study is limited .t.o only 

one soil, ·and although any conclusions drawn herein may be somewhat 

speculative, even with the obvious .reduction in. densities a.nd increase 

in moisture content following fr,eeze;_·thaw, it is evident that the fa.bric 

provided at least some improvement in most of the stability :~roper ties. 

Vertical deformation modulus, .E , is the ratio of vertical stress 
v 

to vertical strain,. Under standard moisture-density conditions on;ly, 

values of ·E were slightly reduced through inclusion"of one horizontally 
v 

layered· Mirafi disc; yet two layers of fabric. markedly decreased E . 
. . . v 

The latter was apparently .due. to the ijigh values ,of vertical strain 

assaciated with the two;...layer fabric specimens during testing, thus 
'· 

\ 

contributing to the higher compressibilityand accompanyl.ng lower values 

of Ev for these specimen:s. After 10 cycles· of freeze-thaw, relat.J.vely 

little change of E wasnoted in any of the specimens. 
v 

Near standard optirnl1m moif>ture and density conditions, .there. was .a 

minor improvement in both cohesion and angle of internal of 

the treated specimens.· Following.fr.eeze~thaw, slight impto:Yementsin 
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cohesion were evident, coupled with a good increase in friction angle, 

though densities were reduced and moisture contents had increased 

significantly. The increase in cohesion may be a result of the tensile 

strength added by the fabric, with two layers showing the greatest 

average improvement. The zero friction angle obtained with the control 

is typical of saturated clays; all specimens, including the treated 

ones, were near 100% saturation at the conclusion of freeze-thaw testing. 

The higher friction angles obtained with the treated specimens appear 

to indicate that the fabric tended to confine the propagation of con

tinuous shear planes within the specimens. Use of the c - cp parameters 

in a bearing capacity analysis would generally indicate improved support, 

particularly where two fabric layers were utilized. Bearing capacity of 

a single fabric layer would probably be significantly improved through 

use of a fabric having greater load versus lesser elongation properties 

than the Mirafi 140. 

Lateral stress ratio, K, is an indicator quality of roadwaymaterial 

rutting potential. Values of K should never exceed 1.000, and the 

smaller the K value, the less rutting potential and greater lateral 

stability are available within a material. Only a slight reduction in 

K was obtained within the Mirafi treated specimens near standard 

moisture-density conditions. A larger magnitude of reduced K was ob

tained with increased number of Mirafi discs following freeze-thaw. 

Both test and treatment conditions reflect radial reinforcement pro

vided by the horizontal discs. However, the magnitude of reinforcement 
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may also· .be indicative of file large amount of .elongation provided b:y 

the Mirc:tfii. 14Q; a fab.'J:k ha:ving greater load vecrsus lesser elongation 

properties wo~ld probably produce low.er values of K. 

J:n analyzing the eotn.pos:i:te effect: pf :fab:r-I.~-rei?fO'f."<ied, Shelby :soil, 

properties of :t;ne ,fab.ric :should be consider·ed alone; It is a eompo.site 

of thez::mo:-pl(lsUc .fibers th:at, .ar·e not verY resilient artd have ;'fl low 

tensile defor.tna1tion tnodulus. ':['he t;;tAg~:mt .tnodulus at. 12:0% elongation 

is only about' J.~·O:GO · psii. Since, slipp.ag~· may .occur at the s;oik-fa.;bt;t;c 

contact, the effec't;ive .mod'l:llus .of the faprie is. prop.g.bly lowe.:r than 
' ~ - - - . - "' ;.: ' ' - . . . -,- - - ' ·. ' 

3QOO J)Si~ 

Figttre ls•·inrl::i:cates .tha,t th~· ve:rtifc~l.ll}ed.u.lus,., ;Ev\ deg:reas:d·wlth 

an ine;reaseq .n~mber qif (.abric la,yers {or specimens ttcr'l( srubje.c't·e,d t;o 

free.ze.-thaw.~ .Af'ter .:the soil. iH•t.d. been degr;\tded throu,gh capillary 
~ ' • '' - ' ' ' ' > ' " • 0 f • ' c.' < _ • ' • ' , ,' I I :, , ' 

1noisture absorpt~·o:n dur:i~ · ,free~c:e-thaw,, t.he pt·:esence. of fabri_,c prpv:i,d. ed 
'-. '... - . ' - ' ' ,,, 

a slight improvement, indicating the importance of 'the p:r;operties o.f 

the cornpos:(.t,e const,ituen,ts. Fi:.J;':st, the effective fabric modulus, 
},," .. '.. . .. ,.. ' ,., '" ·.' 

which inc:J..~des its acbility to bond, may have been small cotnp~red to 

that of the so1J, cte~tii'i:g a, s1tU.atioil, :wlr~r~ the. soil may have rein~ 

''. 
forced the f.ab'{:ic • When .t:he soil modulus. was reduced by freez~-tha,w 

act:ionf presence of tbe fa})ric cat.JSed a ~light improvement, indicating 

the roles of the individual moduli may have. been reversed, wit~ the 

net result being some re.inforcement .. of the composite. ) .. 

Another 

in reinforcement of the, composite is the degree to .which fabric properties 

.~ 

~0.:'~-i'#>.::...<r~:St:""" 
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• 
are transferred to the soil. This of course depends on the bond 

achieved at the interface between the .twq materials. Casual observa7"' 

tion indicated that at least for thefine-grained Shelby soil, bonding 

may have been achieved tht"ough partial intrusion of · :t:he so.il i~t,o. the 

fabric mesh. The more plastic the soil,. the be.tter the probable bond. 

This may explain why the values of Ev were nearly the same for .both 

the one- and two-fabric layer specimens following freeze-thaw; some 

level of bonding ~as established, and hence a limiting amm.tnt of rein-

force~ent was pro~ided. 

As might be expected from. el,astic th¢0ry, the i~fluence of 

horizon.tally oriented fabric r~in'forcement on. the vertical deformation 

modulus would be redvc!'lg or tenrpered by the effe.ct qf PQiljison's ratio 

(v). Since th!'l fabric iS, or:Len:t:ed to rf!sist onl.y.lateral .deformations, 

it~:? e.ffect IQanifested in the vertical direction would be reduced by 
' ' ' ' '' ' : ' ' ' . . ' . . . ' ~ . ,, '~ -. ' ' . -

twice Poisson's ratio., times the lateral st:rain (i.e., for v = 0 .. ~2~, the 

effect. of horizontal. reinforcement would be reduced by a fact0t of 0.5 

when measured ve~:tically). This might e~pl!3.in, at least irt part, the 

la<;:,~ of complete elol;lga,t;i()h co"P.tro.l real,ized from. tli~ f~;J:btic in the 

freeze-thaw specim~nfi!. · 

With one except*ol1~. t:h.e ;par•a.merters ind~c~tin.g. 8:h9!lr'' strength at 

li'!llit:i,.ng equilibrium (c andtj>) were more. sensitive to the effect of 

reinforcement both befo.re a11d .aft~r subjection to freeze~thaw. Keeping 

in mind that c and tj> represent the shear stress on a plane at 

an angle of 45 + tj>/2 degrees with the horizontaLat impending failure~~~ 
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and large deformation, the fabric is oriented so that it can have 

considerable influence on these parameters (Figure 16). The one in

consistency :i.n the results of Table 5 is that fabric reinforcement 

did not appreciably influence the friction angle for the cont1:1ol 

specimens not subjected to freeze-thaw, a condition which may relate 

to soil-fabric bonding. 

Lateral stress ratio, k, can bederived from both c and ¢ and 

therefore represents a.combin.ation of both factors. Thus, the experi

mental results showing a decrease ink with reinforcement, indicating 

less load transfer in the lateral direction, are consistent with the 

preeeeding analysis. Even though the lateral stress ratio is a reflec

tion of basic plasticity parameters, it appears to offer a convenient 

analytical representation of rutting potential of soil and road 

materials containing a fabric. 

3.3. Field Investigations 

3. 3 .1. In-Situ Moisture and Density Tests 

In-situ moisture and density tests were performed in October 1976 

within the subgrade of each test and control section after the soil

aggregate surface had been removed and the subgrade had been shaped 

and compacted, but before placement of.the fabric and/or replacement 

of the surface course. Some difficulties were encountered in keeping 

ahead of construction operations, resulting in only one test rather 

than the minimum of two initially prescribed for several of the sections. 
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Figure 16. Stress, diagram for element o.f fabric reinforced soil. 
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As_s_is~t9A<::~ was proY:icled by Linn_ County perso~rtel in order to hasten 
' 

construction operations. 

All density tests were performed with a rubber balloon volumeter 

in accordance with ASTM designaticm D:-216 [2}. Moisture content was 

measured by the cnf'en--dry tnoistu~e-weight loss method t 'ASTM procedure 

D.,-2216 [2]. 

Tables 6 and 7 present result$ of the in,-place moistute-detisity 
' -,. -

tests at the AlbtUmett' and Fairfax :Sites respectively.· As might be 

anticipated, ~onsiderable variation of both density arid moisture content 

e:x;l.stect within thE;! sl.ibgrades of both sites.- Such variationsocctif :in 

most. county or loc~l roads.becauseOf variability in transportation 

and.evaporation rates of materials, in subgrade drainage~ and in 

material properties due to use of locallyavailable materials only. 

Clayey soils retain mo±sture-{onger- than coarser grained soils. 

This is .reflected in moisture cont:erits .obtained for the subgnide 

materials of Alburnett sections 3 and 4. As noted in Tables 2 and 6, 

this materia~ JJ<iid the hig~est ri~a:y a.ndtni)if!!tufe ~ont~nts of any Of the 

test section subgrades. 

Subgrade drainage is high],y dependent on ditch conditdons . .: For 

example, the Alburnett site is fairly flat with shallow ditches. 
~ ' 

Moisture contents of the Alburnett si~e subgrades varied' frotn 7.2 to 

27.6% by dry soil weig~t, accompah:ied by similarly wide variations irt 

dry densities •... At the· Fairfax site, ditches had been. widened and· 

deepenedas previously rioted. In addition, the Fairfax site slopes 
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·rabh~ 6. Dry :Oensftfea and '11:oistl1re Conte:ttts qf .l\.1hu:rii¢ft T¢qt; S.ectlon 
Su.bgrades~at Tii.me ... of .Const:r:uction, Octoberl~l~# 

Location 

Mirafi Section lA 
.· 

Mirafi Section lB 

Control Section 2B 
['·< 

Mirafi Section 3 

Control Sectic>:n 4 

M:irafi Section.5 

Control Section 6 

Dry_ 
. Density• 
· · pcf 

107.;5 

1l3.3 

90.8 

102.8 

Moisture 
conten-t;, 

% dr.y wt. 

17·7 

9.1 

24.6· 

15.3 

·. 0 99.4 27..6 

10~.3 18.,8 

112.1 13.8 

97 .. 2 17.1 

86.2 -12 .. 3 

.92.0 7.2 

a•rks .. 

Linn Co. data 

Linn Co. data 

Linn Co• data 

.,,: 

Table 7. DryDEl.nsities and Moisture Contents of Fait:fli'X Test Section 
Subgrades ·acTime d:E Construction; Octohe:r: 197~. · 

·Location 

Mirafi Section 3 

Control Section 4 

Mirafi Se.ction 5 

Control Section 6 

Dry 
·Density~ 

pcf 

133.3 

119.5 

fl?t.J. 
132.1 

141.1 

128.8 

Moisture 
CQntent, · 

% dry wt. 

11.9 

11.8 

. .. 8 .•. 6 .. 

10.7 

6.8 

13.7 

Remarks 

Linn Co. data 

Linn .. Co.. .datil 
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from west to east within the test section locations. Moisture contents 

of the Fairfax subgrades varied from 6.8 to only 13.7% by dry soil 

weight, thus showing much less variation than the Alburnett site. 

Subgrades of the Fairfax site, consisting predominantly of the 

old soil-aggregate surface course, were generally less plastic and con

tained somewhat larger particle sizes than the Alburnett site subgrades, 

as indicated in Tables 2 and 3. Such soil properties tend to account 

for the higher subgrade densities within the Fairfax site. 

Lower dry densities were obtained for sections 5 and 6 than for 

other s'ections of the Alburnett site, yet much lower moisture contents 

were also observed, possibly accounting for the apparent stability of 

these sections. At the Fairfax site, comparable moisture contents 

were obtained for all sections, yet much higher dry densities were 

obtained in sections 5 and 6, than in sections 3 and 4, a condition 

potentially contributing to the stability visually observed in the past 

within the area of sections 5 and 6. 

In-situ moisture and density tests were again performed within the 

subgrades of each test and control section in early June 1978, approxi

mately 20 months after construction. This point of time was selected 

for the following reasons: (a) the preceeding winter was relatively 

severe in regard to depth of frost penetration; (b) all frost was out 

of the subgrade; (c) late spring/early summer temperatures had not yet 

set in to provide rapid transpiration and evaporation of roadway moisture; 
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and (d) the ground water table was still relatively high, preventing 

any excesses of gravitational flow from the subgrades. Because of those 

conditions, frost boiling had been extremely severe throughout April and 

May 1978 and was just beginning its healing process. 

Results of these tests are presented in Tables 8 and 9. With the 

exception of Alburnett sections 3 and 4 and Fairfax sections 5 and 6, no 

consistent trends between fabric and control sections or between times 

of testing were observable. Comparison of Alburnett sections 3 and 4, 

Tables 6 and 8, indicate at least a limited degree of moisture-density 

stability within Mirafi section 3 over the 20 months since construction 

and following two seasonal frost heave/boil cycles. However, control 

section 4 indicated a significant decrease in subgrade density, coupled 

with a severe increase in moisture content following the two seasonal 

cycles. 

As previously noted, Fairfax sections 5 and 6 were presumably on 

frost-stable subgrades. Comparison of data for these sections within 

Tables 7 and 9, however, indicate significant decreases in density with 

accompanying increases in moisture contents. Comparison of the in-situ 

data between sections 3-4 and 5-6 indicate a probable loss of stability 

within sections 5 and 6. This loss, however, was only partially re

flected in other in-situ data performed on the roadway surface overlying 

the macadam base and may be due at least in part to the rigidity of 

the base bridging a weakened subgrade. As noted in Table 9, control 
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Table 8. Dry den,si,;t:ies and tn()i~tu-r:e cot1tent:s of Alburnett sub grades, 
.Jt1ne191.s. 

Location · 

Mira.fi Section lA 

Mirafi. Section 2A 

Control ·•Sect.ien .2B 

Mirafi Section. 3 

section 4 

. m.rafi Section 5 

Control Section 6 

. Dry 
Density 

pcf 

99.5 

115.0 

112.8 

107.8 

74.0 

• ·L05.l 

110.0 

Moisture 
Content 

% dry wt. 

11.3 

15~7 

45.5 

11 • .7 

16.2 

Remarks 

Top of stone 

Bas.e 6 f stone 

Table 9. Dry den.sities and tnois'ttife bonten1:s' of "Fairfax subgrades, 
J~ne 1978. 

L.ocation 

Mirafi Section 3 

Control .Section 4 

· Mirafi Sec.b±bn 5 

Dry 
Density 

pcf 

114.2 

110.6 

Content 
% d.ry .w'b ~ ' Remarks 

. 12.8 North Lane 

14.5 North Lane 
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sections 4 and 6 showed slightly lower density and greater moisture 

content than their respective Mirafi sections. 

3.3.2. Fine-Grained Particle Movement 

Particle size and/or hydrometer tests were performed on soil samples 

removed in June 1978 from the Mirafi-subgrade contact zone, or from an 

equivalent depth in the control sections, for both Alburnett and Fairfax 

sites. These tests were performed to examine fabric capabilities in 

prohibiting movement of fines into, or out of, the subgrade under the 

following conditions: (1) into the subgrade due to percolation through 

the soil-aggregate surfac.e course; or (2) from the lower reaches of the 

subgrade only, due to capillary movement. toward the fabric contact where 

presumably fines might be trapped. 

Though the data were somewhat inconclusive in relation to the intended 

ohj ective, several interesting observations were apparent. Tables 10 

and 11 present the particle size classification of the fines only (passing 

no. 200 U.S. Standard Sieve) of the June 1978 fabric contact zone soil 

samples. As noted in the discussion of Tables 2 and 3, silts provide 

maximum capillary conductivity of water to the freezing front while 

clays retard and/or prevent such movement. From Table 10 all Alburnett 

sections showed similar silt contents. In a like manner, sections lA 

through 5 indicated similar clay contents, hut section 6 showed an 

increased percentage of clay, possibly illustrating its past non-frost-

susceptible characteristics due to capillary moisture retardation. 



Table 10. Partial particle size classifications of Alburnett subgrades, June 1978. 

Particle Size Sect. 1A 
Classification Mirafi 

% Silt (0.074-0.005 mm) 40 

% Clay (<0.005 mm) 20 

Sect. 2A 
Mirafi 

40 

19 

Sect. 2B 
Control 

39 

20 

Sect. 3 
Mirafi 

40 

24 

Sect. 4 Sect. 5 
Control Mirafi 

41 41 

26 22 

Table 11. Partial particle size classifications of Fairfax subgrades, June 1978. 

Particle Size Classification 

% Silt (0.074-0.005 mm) 

% Clay (<0.005 mm) 

Sect. 3 
Mirafi 

29 

30 

Sect. 4 
Control 

35 

22 

Sect.. 5 
Mirafi 

35 

33 

Se.ct. 6 
Control 

42 

24 

Sect. 6 
Control 

45 

32 

.p.. 

" 
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Fairfax section 6 (.Table 11) indicated a change of silt and clay 

contents from those noted in sections 3, 4 and 5. The variation of 

increased silt and reduced clay content of section 6, may illustrate at 

least a portion of the reason for reduced density and increased moisture 

content observed in the preceeding discussion of Table 9. 

Comparison of the June 1978 particle size classifications, Tables 

10 and 11, to those obtained prior to construction, Tables 2 and 3, shows 

higher percentages of clay fraction at the contact zone than in the sub-

grade prior to construction. The exceptions to this observation were 

Alburnett sections 3 and 4 where clay contents were nearly identical 

over the 20-'month period. Silt contents appeared about the same in 

Alburnett sections 3, 4, 5 and 6, about the same or slightly reduced in 

Fairfax sections 3 and 4, but increased in Alburnett 1 and 2 and Fairfax 

5 and 6, which involved, respectively, the granular backfill and macadam 

base. 

Table 12 presents a comparison of total fines content (silt plus 

clay fractions) of the subgrade soils prior to construction in October 

1976 versus the Mirafi-subgrade contact zone of June 1978. Between 

comparative fabric and control sections, little or no variation of sub-

grade fines occurred during the 20-month period, with a possible 

exception of Alburnett sections 5 and 6 where control section 6 indicated 

an increase in fines at the potential contact zone. Some movement and/or 

entrapment of fines from either the soil-aggregate surface or subgrade 

was observable with Alburnett sections 1 and 2 and Fairfax sections 5 
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Table 12. Comparison.: of Fines Content, SU:bgradePrior·to Construction, October 1976, ver 

Location 

Alburnett 

M~rafi-Subgrade Contact Zone, June 1978. 

Section 
No. 

lA 

2A 

2B 

3 

4 

5 
6 

3 

4 

5 

Percent Fines, 
% :Passing No. zoo g,ieve 

Oct. 76 
Sub grade 

4.8 

48 

48 

66 

66 

61 
61 

56 

56 

41 

41 

June '78. 
Mirafi-Subg-rade 

Conta.ct Zone 

60 

59 

59 

64 

. 67 

63 
77 

59 

55 

68 

66 

' ' 
Fal;lric;between soil-aggregate surface 
and granular backfill. ·· 

Granular backfill ::ln fabric trough 
,'i' I 

Contro.J>-granu~i:tr backfill qnly 

Fabric over frost:....prone subgrade 

Control-no.fabric over.frost-pr6ne. 
subgrade ·· · 

Fabric'over stable subgrade 
Control-no fabric over stable subgtade 

Fabric over frost-prone subgrade 

Control-nofabric over frost-prone 
subgrade 

Fabr'ic ·over stable subgrade · 

Qontrol-no fabric over stable subgrade 

~ 
' 110 
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and 6. The frost-prone subgrades, both Alburnett and Fairfax sections 

3 and 4, showed little variation of fines content over the 20-month 

period. 

As maybe noted from the above discussion, no evidence was obtained 

which would suggest that the Mirafi fabr.ic prevented migration of fines 

due to capillary and/or percolation water movement. However, the data 

indicates that a movement of .fines did occur within several of the test 

sections during a period of 20 months. 

In addition, the data do not suggest any greater entrapment of 

fines through use of the fabric than throughuse of either the granular 

backfill at Alburnett or the macadam base at Fairfax.· 

Of those sections indicating a potential of silt/clay movement, a 

question thus remained as to whether the movement was from thesubgrades, 

the soil-aggregate surface, or the macadam base. Samples of each were 

subjected to x-ray diffraction analysis in an effort to discern any 

variability of mineralogy in the fabric~subgrade .contact samples due to 

intrusion particularly of the soil-aggregate surface or the macadam base 

minerals. For example, had the Alburnett fabric~subgrade .. contact 

samples shown an increase in calcium carbonate (Caco3) content, it might 

be concluded that a major percolation movement had occurred from the 

soil-aggregate surface toward the subgrade, since caco3 is a major 

constituent of the crushed limestone surfacing material. No minerals 

characteristic of either the Alburnett soil-aggregate surface or the 

Fairfax macadam base were· observed in the x-ray traces of the fabric 
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sub~~rade contact samples. The traces were charact.eristic only of the 

two site subgrade materials. Therefore it may be assumed that movement 

of fines was predominantly :fi-omifie §uogi'ad~s only, through capillary 

activity. 

3. 3. 3. •. Climatological Data. 

Climate .of Linn County is char~ctetizep by frequent and oft·en rapid 

changes. iri weather throughout tD;e y~2tr_. Sullll11ers ate warm and winters 

cold, but prolonged· periods. 6:f inte1.1se heat or extrel!le ~old are relatively 

rare. Climatic conditions ofboth-temperature and precipitation that 

exiated' within or near both the Alburnett aJld FaitfaJt sites were 

obtained as. an aid to. performance ev~luatiop. of the test sections. 

3.3.3.1. Ambient: air and subgrade temperatures 

were retarded at Alburnett section~ 3 and 4, the objective being to 

observeany insulating effect kttr:;Lb:Utaple to the Mirafi fabric and a 

probable determination of average 1.1umber of yearly freeze-thaw cycles 

.of the soil-aggregate surface c:our$e, and .upper surface of the subgrade • 

. Placement of the three-channelr,ecorder and thermocouples is noted on 

. j •.· ·.·.. • •. •. - . Jl._ 
Figure·3. The recorded ambient air temperature was generally 

applicable to all sections at .t;,.oth Aiburnett' and Fairfax. Figures 17 

and 18 are representations of the average daily temperatures recorded 
" 

during the fall, winter; and early spring months of 1976-77 and 1977-78 

respectively. Recorder operationalprohletns.occ-urredduring the1977-78 

season, resulting in several data gaps which are obvious within the plots 

of Figure 18. 
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During the 19?6-'77 season, no· differenc.es were observed in tempera;.. 

ture recorded at the surface of the two subgrades; thus only one set of 

dashed lines represents averagadaHy.subgrade t~peratures(Figure 17). 
. - ,. 

It was not feasible to determine a temperature profile at the site · 

because only one recording unit was. available,. so. it was. assumed that 

freezing or thawing occurred only when the average. ,daily temperatures 

were below or above 32°F respectively; Thus only six subgrade freeze-thaw 

cycles were. o.bserved. The .average. daily subgrade temperature dii>Ped 

be1ow 32°F on. November 8~ 1976 and remained below freezing until Ma,rch 

91 1977. This fou,r lllonth period coincided with the coldest fa:£1 exper--

ienced in Iowa in this century, and the coldest winter since 1936 [8]. 

The upper portion of the soil'-'aggregatie surface undotilitedly underwent 

more freeze'-7thaw cycles .than_indiGated by the average daily subgr.aqe 

t-emperatures, because of shallowday'tifue thaw. f01lowed by n.~ghtt::im~ 

freezing as observed from more than 15 average daily ambient air tempera-

tures. 

Unlike ·the pre'll'ious winter when. no t¢npetatute qfff'erences were 

observed- in tlie subgr.ades o.f sections 3 .and 4~ ~1ii:ht tefupetature 

variations appeared dur:his.·· the winter. 0f i977-'78, with the Mirafi 
' . .., ' 

section 3 generally higher (l?igure 18). At.th.e beginaing of winter 

this temperature difference was of the order Of 6°F, clecreasing to a 

difference of about 3°F it1 the spr_ing, with the most rapid decrease 
....•. -··:-;··-·----~-~--~"·c~· ·-c·-~"---"~--.... ,--·-··--·--·~-~·..f-

qccurring near the end of January 1978 when subgrade temperatures · · 

reached their lowest values. 
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Data generated during the 1977~78 winter seem to indicate a sub ... 

grade insulating effect due to the }f:irafi fabric, in contradiction :to 

.•. ··\iJint'er"'s~·r·eadings·~·····wtr~ther or nbt~ such insulating effect 

was valid is relatively inconclusiv~•. First, operational problems 

occurred with the. recorder duririg th:is period.. The recorder and thermo-
, 1c J, 

couples were removed during the s\lm¢er of 1978, checked, and found to 
' ;·., 

produce some slight variation in tem~eratures, tbe magnitude of>variation, 

howetier, beifi.s less t]:lan the 3 tb 6°·F d:i:fference noted in the data. 
I . > 

Unfortunately the recording system could, .not be reinstalled for• the 

1978r79,season because of a greater rieed on another research project. 

Second; lower thari normal precipitat;ioll was received prior to the first 

winter, with the opposite occurring pr:ior tp the second winter. Effect 

of prectpitati6n on subgrade conditi<ms is evaluated in succeeding 

sections.. Third,. the• behavipral patterns of the fabric, particularly 

potential deterioration and•plugging. of the fabric voids with soil 

fines during moisture .movement, is an unknown factor.. It was noted at 

the. Fairfax site, however, where several inches ofthe fabric were 

exposed on the :shoulder foreslope, thttt limited amop.nts of deterioration 

had occurred during the two years of. observation• 

(3 .3 .3 .2. .Pred:p:itat,fon. · St:rength and performance ·Of soil-

aggregate surfaced roadways, as well as a:tnount of frost action, is greatly 

influenced by moisttiie condition~ within the subgrade. Moisture is 

available to the subgrade in the fqrm of precipitation, gravitational 

movement, and capillary water rise from a groundwater table. Each are 
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inter,relate(l, in that the amount o.f pl!'ecipit::ltion influences ground~ 

water movement'· wb..ich iq, tu;p)l ip,~lqen.cJ.=~:~. t;:h¢ elevatio,~P, to ~hich 

capillary water w::Ul. rise:. Thus pre,~.pita,.J;i!iln t:<acei:v;ed .. w:.:Ltb.i.Jt El:llo area 

is an iQ.d:icato-r o:t ~ist;u,re cond,itio11:s witb,in a subgt;ade, 

F;igure 19 pre.s.ent~;~: th,e IOOn.t:h::t.y precipitation :received, n.e?r. t;4e 

test: section sites.. Rainfall recot:ded at the. Natio»:al Weather St1:rrvJce 

Cedar ,Rapids 1 Station was closest t:o the· Alburnett section,s, while 

data recorded' at th¢ Gedar Rapid$. MuJ'licip:al .. Airport w:~re U!=i<Z.q i:n, cOJ;l:-' 

junct:Lon•wit:h the F;""'irfe1~ sep.tiCiii.s. ~ori!lat m0nthly. <lata were CJ;Va:t1a.b:le 
" ' . ., "' 

only fo;r; tl:u~ recQrdi:ng s.tati0n neaJes~ A;lb,lJ.Fnett:. 

As, .may be. uoted in the b<iJ.r ~hart of F;ig\lre 19, t:b.ete w:as so.me 

variab~i:J:it;y in. rEJ:infa-1:! J;l,eal\' tl;t¢ ~'fo. sites., 'fll.e lQ.!"'"mQ'Q.t;.h p,eriod; fro1IL 

May 19:76 t:hrougJ::!, februat'Y 19H Wfis the driest qn liat:i.qn;al Weather 

Service. record,s icrr; lqw~, with prep.ip;it:a.t:ion ~.T}ly 5(1 'Pe~c~Ali: of no·:t'31ll~l· 

NovellJ."f;>er 19.:16; W~!iL th~ d::r;i,.e~,~ .I!lPt).t;b f!ntet' re~qrd;~d ~11. TPW:a; :w:;it,l,J." Q, •. H f11ld: · 

0.16 inchee; n.e.aJ:' Alburnet;;t: ;;J;.n,d .Jta::i,r:faJ~; teew~cttv:el:Y.· · 1\:Y th,e el'l.<l, of 

F;ebrua:ry 19177, dltou~ht ha4: redU".eed a:vai:J.a~le subs.oit mo.i,s~ture t:o 111l 

a:ver~ge .9a. p.er~ent short; .of r\.or~J.,. ];q~er:i,t)..~ w;:~:t:er ta\l:l:ef:l:,. 4ryin,g up 

wells, and plac:f,.ng some Iowa. colD.Illunit;i,es on water rationing during the 

sumine.t of 19:77 •.. AbQv.a,...I).p·rtWil:l, ra:i,nf.al·l w.as. J;eco:t7ded :LP: March 197'7; it 

remai1led below t).o;Jfmal ull.til .:Tuly, was significantly great.er than, normal 

through October, an.ct by De~tember 1977 ;avaU1:1.ble s;ubsqU moi,st;qre was 

only 12. percent short of n()i"mal. 

was nearly norm;al. 
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The above discussion makes evident the extreme variability which 

may exist in central midwestern climatic conditions from year to year, 

especially as related to subsurface moisture. Extended periods of 

sub-freezing temperatures occur during the winter months. Yet with 

dry subgrade moistureconditions, these temperatures may not create 

detrimental frost action in a roadway. Such conditions existed during 

the winter of 1976-77. Only a small amount of surface heave was ob'""" 

served in a:n area west of, but adjacent to, Alburnett section 2B, while 

no heaving or boiling was visible in any of the test or control sections 

at either site. 

Precipitation received during the fall of 1917 provided subgrade 

moisture conditions which created visual identification of both heave 

and boil softening in the second winter following fabric placement. 

Figure 20 illustrates an extremely severe frost boil condition which 

occurred in April 1978 at a location several miles southwest of the 

Alburnett sections, along,an alluvial area adjacent to a small stream. 
'7'::~\ 

Both the Alburn~:tit and Fairfax sites, however, are more upland 

regions than that illustrated in Figure 20. No heave or boils were 

evident at the Fairfax site. At the Alburnett site, only limited 

amounts of heaving and/or boil softening were observed within the test 

sections. Figure 21 shows the boil softened area immediately adjacent 

to the west end of section 2B, as of early April 1978. This region 

produced greater heave during the 1977-78 season than was noted the pre-

vious year, and was coupled with considerable boil softening. Sections 
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Figure 20 .• s~vere :fros·t, .boil within an alluvial area several 
miies southwest of Albu~n~tt· ~ecti"ans, Apr:i.l 1978. 

Figure 21. Boil softened area (foreground)> fminediately 
adjacent to Alburnett Section 2B (nate demarcation 
transverse to cent~rline), April .i978. Sections 
2A, lB: and lA in bikkgtourid. 
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lA and lB showedcLtttle drno surface moistening. Section 2A showed 

sdme slight,, qar}(;en1n,g. •(iue. t.o'·~urface>:moistl,lre,. whe.r.ea:s. seqt~on 2:& 
, "~ ' ~ ' ' ' " ' 'y < • ,_ • ' ' ' ' '· ' \ ' {. 

::o::/:~~~~~~l~:~~;~~:~~~~¢:::ft£b~~i~:~~~::t:::~ 
of fabricf'~Lth~~.i·cai\frol i$i~iltin··~'R·;;~t· may b~,:as~~~~~ -·~ith,er (1) · that 

fabric te~~:•·s~c'ti:Loris 14 .and IB .. :&~re ~~i\lewhat ~~perior ·t~ se~tion 2A in 

·the con trot. {lf )~apill,ary :moisth~e movement to . the ~\lrf ace, and/ or ( 2) 

:~:.::::[1!y:~edj:,::::: ::v~~~Z~:J~;~~i$~it±ng >n ~iokor 
'During April 1978, Alburnett section 3. showed SC!me alligator cracking 

and ".<fhecking within 'the·· sdil":'aigreg;ate surf&ce. Considerable alli-gatoring 

and checking were visible within<control section 4, coupled with indica-

tions of slight rutting and shoving of the surface course. thus there 

~ ... - ·. . . . . . . - -- . - . . :. __ :· < - ·_:~---- tF ·;~:;;~:,--.. -~_:;·:.-::> 
were visible indications of at least a: limitep ~qo,a~t~~Y> 

. ,;,_,'·o 

c.ontrol due to the Jabr:i.:d. within section;.~~·t·Nofsu:if:ac.e stgti~' 1of ·boil 
·.. . . . •' ..•... ··.< ;::~,:-~:"·< .. · !>i;,•. :.,(·/.:'' •. :', ~· ···:.~j: . 

!";.oftenfng..w~*'~ }t;:i:;s;i;'Q~¢ '(l~;y);}j;n, t:he~C:prgsq:~ed .· non-;f;J!:ost-su~c~J?tl.ble sections . 
5 and 6. ,,·:;;{;·': .. >:.· . ; ~~::. )•i'·''"·· '· • . . 

"- , .... 

.. 
,,; ·.·J_(· 

In ,;~¥ijh;~;: v,i<;ibfe. fn~:lclltion• 0£ · h<avo/::~r~;~~;ions were 

nonexist~n~ ;~~ir .Fairfax and si,milir.t:: to thos~ of 1978 withi.n Alburnett 

sections :~;A t;l).t:ougb 2~·: '!'he ~re.a illltMdiateiy adja·cent to the. t)lest end 
>t -- "'"" •' " " .:\ . -

of section 2B was. si~±fi~antly softened and rutted .. Alligator cracking, 

checking, ~.}ltting visible in both sections 3 and 

4. Sections 5 and 6 also shdwed very slight evidence of heave/boil 

conditfonE?. 

···-?<,, 



In-situ performance of the soil..,.;aggreg&te-fabric and control 

'!1!1F.;..;:;;.. •• .:...-~-~--""~-'-······'·'-·;;-R:n·""·~;.,;;:.~·-'-;:;-;:;;:;···;;;;:~•";:;"r;·;·;::. ·o.::;.·~ ·oy c·onduc t in~fj>etiod Ic Benkelman beam de~lec tion 

and. Spherical :aearing_ Value tests th,rot.tgh 1978.. A series of Benkelman 

beam and plate be~r;i,ng .tests w&s coxl,~pcted :i,n the spd.ng and sunttner of 

1979 brt the Alburl\ett s'ections Oll:lY ~ 

3~3.4.1 .• Qu~fJ.ttt~ of deflection. of a road surface 
--:~>-'·" ,/,' 

! " ' '/' : ' •, •• 

structural capacity. Deflection is 'm.a<le ttp of both eia~Jt:ie and plastic 

stra1,ns ·' ElastiQ, defiec t,ions reboi.u:\~. upcitt removal of .fj. load, whereas 

rto rebound· octuf.s with .plastic def<;,>~ations. Amount. o'f deflection is 
~.J.' •-; • ·-~ . 

'inflti~nceci by gross load; tire toittal!t pressure, repeti,d.on o~ load, 

thickness and. quality Of tJ::le varioU-s roadway f:ltiuctural courses or co~ 
:.:·\·, 

pottents, find the elastic properties of sucq components, particularl:Y the 
( 

subgrade soil.· Possible failures ~Y result from excessive stresses, 

fat;igue, accumulated plastic defol1J1a.tions, or sofne combination offactors. 

Several methods of flexible pfV_~ment design are based on limiting 

deflettioncr:i.teria [9], on the p~i#~iple that repetition of deflection 

cau~es prb'gressive deterioration utttilat some stage the road becomes 

unacceptable for carrying traffic~· L:f;mit:ing design deflections normally 

range from 0.05 to 0~2 inch for fle~ible pavements. The Benkelman beam 

meas~res roadway surface deflectic;>~~:;; unde1; a slowly moving whed load,· 

essentially evaluating the flexural capa,btlities of the composite 
' 

vertically profiled components. 
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Figure 22 illustrates the Benkel~n beam test. Each rear tire of 

the load test: truck 'Was maiutained at 75 psi air pr~s~Ute; supp()rtinga 

17,300 lh single rea·t axle_ WQ~~! :lol).d .... ,§:i,:nq~ tqe(w~~tnUmaU()W"aBle. 

si:ngle ax:L,e loading ih Iowa ~s 18_,000 lbs, defle<:;dons w~:te thus d~

t~rmined near ·the l~gal loadJng. 
" ' .·' ' •• • ., > 

Deflection measl.l:tements were -ta~en at the C>n,e:-third p~i~~s of l:>oth 

traffic lanes in each fabric and control secti.on, Il;l .a,ddition., measure-

ments were .. ma.Q.e at both the inside. (IW'"£) and. outside (OWl,') w'heel :track 
'• ' . ' ' - ' ' '· ·' ' ' - . - ' ' . . - " . ; - . ~- . ' . ' .• ' . . .-- '' ' . .. . - -;' - ' - . ~" ~ .. 

of the. load trucl<. t:rc:1ve11ng within :the normal ttaffic.lane. All de"

flectio:n measl,lrements were avera~ect fo;t both IW'Tand owt conditions 

withi:Q. each la:ne, as well as fot ec;~.ch individual section ('Fables 13 and 

14). J?te(!onstruction tests were performed on the Alburnett: S'ectiOJ:ls bl.lt 
··' .. . ."",--.·:;. 

no; the Fairfax sections; since :the latter ;involved ,.ctnnplete recpn,-;

struction of the roadway structure. 

As a qualitative measure of f;Le:Xibility of. the _vert:tcal pr()fiJ.e 

of each section, a relative stiffn~ss faqtor was compated.bydividing 

the load .on one set of dual wheels (one-:-balf <:>{ the a~le load) in 

~housands of pound$ (kips}, bytthe lll.verage m~xiriiuili de:tlec~ipn. The 

more fle~ible the profile components, the greater tpe defl..ection but 

the lower the reliitive stiffness. Tables 15 arid 16.PteseiJ;t the CPtnPUted 

relative stiffness values, while Figures 23 through 27 graphically 

illustrate the variability or stiffness versus time ~o.r both site 

sections. 
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· Fi~re 22. Benkelman beam inserted between rear dual wheels 
.. of load tr?J,ck. 
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Table 13. Average Maximum. Deflections from Benkelman :Beam Tests,:. Alburnett: Sections. 

Section & 
Location 

Mirafi Sec~ion 1A 
North Lane 
South Lane 

. (Average~ ·· 

Mirafi Section 1B 
Nor'~h Lane 
South Lane " 
(Average) 

Mirafi Section 2A 
North Lane. 
South Lane 
(Average). 

l?re-
Const. 
·oct. 
1976 

0.008 

(0.008) 

0.040 
(0;040) 

0.032 

(0.0'32) 

Gonit:JiQl::.,SentJ'eri< 2H .. '- ' 
North Lane 
South Lane 
(Average) 

MitaU Section 3 
Nort;:h Lane · 
South Lane. 
(Average) 

Contr61 Section 4 
North Lane 
South Lane 
(Average) 

Mirafi Sectidn 5 
North Lane 
South Lane.' 
(Average) 

: 
Control Sectton 6 

North. Lane 
South Lane 
(Average) 

(}.080 
(d.o8o) 

i 

d.o73 
1:i.,o4·3. 

(q.058) 

·Post-
Canst. 

Oct'. 
1976 

0.055 

(0'.055) 

o.oc;i 
(0.097) 

0.05.2 

{0.052} 

0.063 
(O. o6.3) 

0.113 
o;14o 

(0.127) 

0.100 
Q.130 

(0.115) 

0.046 
0.054 

(0.050) 

0.041' 
0.067 

(0.054) 

6 mo; 
after. 
Const. 
April 
1977 

0;033 
~- 0·.032 

(Q;033) 

0~024. 
o:o65 

(0.045) 

0.037 
0.020 

(0.029) 

0.0.56 
0.028 

(0.042} 

0.113 
. -0.13'2 

(0.123). 

0.145 
0.151 

(0.148) 

0.063 
0.050. 

(0•057) 

0.072 
0:058 

(0.065) 

:7 11\0. 

aft.e.r 
const. 

MaY 
1977 

0,028 {) .. oz~ 
(0.026) 

0.034' 
0.:030,:. 

{Q.032') 

Maximum Deflection5, in. 

B.:mo. 
after 
CcinsL 
June 
1977 

0.013 
... ,;Q.; 018. 
(0.02l) 

o •. oz2 
o;az5 

(0.024) 

·lOmo. 19 mo. 21 mo. 
.·-·after after. ·after 

·. canst. Const .. Const. 
Aug. June July 
1977. 1978 1978 

22 mo. 
after 
Const. 
Aug. 
1978 

30 niO. 
.after 
Const. 
April 
:197:9 

32 mo. 
after 
Canst. 

June 
1979 

...:...~;____;__...:.·.:.·::;.·· .. '• . ..±_,__i.,_-·_ :.- _ •. ' 

.. ~::;{·.:-~~i .• ~i~;;,:g;j~g~~.·~,: g;~~ 
(O.oz5i co· •. o63) -· ''O(o:·o-zt) .; ~~.o49t. KO;,oz8) 

. . . J~.J,i'!~~;,;:~~~)~;;') 0.025 o:o36 
0,025, .... 0.030. 
((}.025} . (0:.033) 

.. '. ·... ,., ··:~;c:';:';, ),'·~- ··;.· ;·.•.-··.··.·. --··•.· 
o.o35 o.o17 o.o23 o.on .·· o~roo::'> ·.o··O~F · O' •. IoG- : .. o.o3o 
0~927. 0,.024 '· ''_· _o~-025 - ;0:~4 _, o.o~~~··:;';:j5~?'~ •• oi-s i o~·f/§9:;( Q.o74 

(o .o31);;' . iQ ... Q4il:) · -•• :to:.<JZ41*:<'· {.o?,oss}. _ (O•Q.66} .:; .I, ~p:,o3o>,, • -#t.:;o83J, - '<o:;~zr 
' . . , , .. · "'·" .. ''f·'_,~~<·,~}<"•· , :vY•.;, ·'·;·:~'' ·3,·~·~,·, 

0.0'43 0.026 .0.033 
0.034 . 0.022 .0.027 

(0.039) (0.024} :(0.030) 

0.128 
o.-o98 

(0.113) 

o:165 
0.128 

(0.147) 

· o;o54 
0 .. 048 

. (0.051). 

0:·049 
0.055 

(.0.052) 

0.088 0.094 
-a. o&7 .. o.ms 
(0. 088) (0:055) 

0.102 0.109 . 
0.111 . '.Q.l06 

(0.107) (0.10$ 

0.039 ' Q, 0-43 
0.065 I 0.043 

,(0.052) {0.043) 

-.o:o38 0.041 
0,082 0.040· 

(0 .0.60) (0~04-1) 

o,J98 
.0.058 
(Q.lZB) 

0.07.0 
0.058 
(0~064) 

.. g: g~~,.··~);;. ·. ~::~g :6;~··· J"····i·g·:·~~: •... 
(O. 04~7: •4 .i: '1'{9· 0~0;);;:;<. (~li lti~) 

-:;,f:..;:-.··>~\:CY /!/ >.-, ;, 

o·<033 
Q,.053 
~oio43) 

· ·.·i;.g~:H!!"~.~~· ... ·~:;·t;~· ... ", .... •.·•·~;.;~~ 
<o.p?> .. (:o:.z?m }o•263) 

0.064. . 8.·0~+ . :,.ff;~e~9 .... \ 
. 0 •. 04.8 .• . •0.-851. .0~114f1 

:(0.056) (6'.'o42). ;(o.o82> · 

- .o;o12 0.054 0.154 0.068 
0.016. . O.Q50 0.122 ..0 ~078 

co:ol4) · (O.Q52) (0.138) (0.073) 

!aggr.egate addecl. since previous qas.t ... 

·r 

()\':•~· _,.. 



Table 14. Average Maximum Deflections from Benkelman Beam Tests, Fairfax Sections 

Maximum Deflections, in. 

5 mo. 7 mo. 8 mo. 10 mo. 19 mo. 21 mo. :22 mo. 
Post- after after after after after after after 
Canst. Canst. Const. Canst. Canst. Canst. Canst. Canst. 

S.ection & Oct. March Hay June Aug. June July Aug. 
Location 1976 1977 1977 1977 1977 1978 1978 1978 ~ 

Mirafi Section 3 
North Lane 0.058 0.053 0.034 0.047 0.022 0.059 0.049 0.054 
South Lane 0.032 0.046 0.043 0.032 0.019 0.047 0.033 0.045 
(Average) (0.045) (0.050) (0.039) (0. 040) (0.021) (0.053) (0.041) (0.050) 

Control Section 4 
North Lane o.o49 0.049 0.022 0.023 0.020 0.057 0.048 0.034 
South Lane 0.029 0.049 0.032 0.015 0.022 0.047 0.037 0.040 0\ . 

V1 

(Average) (0.039) (0.049) (0. 027) (0.019) (0.021) (0.052) (0.043) (0.037) 

Mirafi Section 5 
North Lane 0.066 0.067 0.026 0.039 0.034 0.068 0.051 0.059 
So.uth Lane 0.040 0.054 0.026 0.036 0.031 0.056 0.046 0.046 
(Average) (0.053) (0.061) (0.026) (0. 036) (0.031) (0.062) (0 .049) (0.052) 

Control Section 6 
North Lane 0.094 0.054 0.051 0.019 0.022 0.049 0.055 0.053 
South Lane 0.034 0.040 0.029 0.015 0.023 0.039 0.041 0.038 
(Average) (0.064) (0.047) (0.040) (0.017) (0.023) (0.044) (0.048)b (0.046) 

a 
Tests conducted after seal coat surface added to roadway. 

bThis series taken following 3" rain and 1.5 hr delay. 



Table 15. Average Relative Stif:':t;ness from Benkelm11n Beam·.Tests, 'Alburnett: Section 

·Relative Stiffness, kips/in, 

Pre- Post- 6 mo. 7 mo. .8 mo. 10 mo.. 19 mo. 21 mo. 22 mo. 30 mo. 32 mo. 
Const. Const. after after after after after. after after afteJZ aft.er 

Oct. Oct. Cohst. Canst. Const. Const. ··Const. Const. Const. Canst. Co~st. 
Section' & 1976 1916 April May June Aug. June July Aug. April June 
Location 1977 197'7 1.977 197'7 : 1978 1978 1978 1979 1979 

Mirafi. Se.ction lA 
Nohh Lane 1081.3 157.3 262.1 , 308.9: 376.1 360.4 227.6 393.2 432.5 118.5 508.8 
South Lane . 270.3 376.1 .480.6 . 332.7 98.3 332.7 393 . .2 360 .. 4 221.8 
(AVerage) (1081.3) . (157 .3) (266.2) (342~5} :(428.3) (346.6) (163.0) (362.9) (412.8) (239.4) (365 .. 3) 

:Mirafi Section· IB 
North Lane · 360.4 254.4 393.2 346.0 240.3 166°.3 298.3 110.9· 240.3 
South Lane 216.3 89:2 133.1 288.3 346.0 346.0 288;3 360.4 308.9 176.5 13f.O 
(Average) (216.3) (89.2) (246. 7) (271.4) (369.6) (346 ... 0) (264.3) (263.4) (303.6) (143 .. 7) (185.6) 

'MiraH Section °2A 
North Lane 270.3 166.3 233.8 247.1 508.8 376.1 120.1 86.5 247 .I 81.6 288.3 
South Lane 432.5 320.4 360.4 346.0 196.6 270 .. 3 346.0 146.6 116,9 
(Average) (270.3) (166.3) c33J.1) (283.8) (434.6) (361.0) .(158.4) (178.4) (296,6) (114.1} (202.6) 

Control Sectio~: 2n 
Noi'th'Ume '' 15'4.5 201.2 332.7 262.1 206.0. 279.0 .. 31h3 262.1 
SouthrLane 108.1 · 137.3 30l,L9 254.4 393.2 320.4 173.0 308 .• 9 :i27.2 163~2 g: 
(Aver~ge) 1 (108.1) (137.3) (23'1. 7) {227 .8~ (362.9) (291.2) (189.5.) (294.0). (82.8) (212~6) 

Mirafi gectionJ3 
North.Lane 118.5 76.5 7;6.5 67.6 98.3 9t.O 51.5. 64.6 64.1 23.5 42;0 
south'Lane 2.01.2 61.8 6s.5 88.3 99.4 576.7 59.:3 63.6 79.4 50;3 27.0 
(Average) (159.8) (69.2) (71.0) (77 .9~ (98.9) (334.3) (55.4) (64.1J (71. 7) (36.9) (34.5) 

·conn·pr: Sectioht 4 
North Lane i 70.3 86.6 'J:9.7 52.4 84.8 79.4 36.3 52.1 47.,0 21.5 23.9 
SouthLane 103.0 66.5 57;3 67.6 77.9 77.9 39.3 68.7 84,.8 L{.3 16.3. 
(Aver~ge) (86.7) (76.6) (58.5) (60.0) (81.4) (78.6) (37.8) (60.4) <(65.9). (19.4) {20.1) 

L -·-~-

' t 
Mii:afi Section 5 

North'tane. l 206.0 .188.0 13'7.3 160.2 221.8 2;01.2 43;'7 135.2 279.0 B6.5 118~5 
SouthrLane f 126.3 1.60.2 173.0 180.2 133 .. 1 201.2 149.1 180 .. 2 , 160,.2 75.9 101.8. 
(Aver<lge) [ {16'6.1) (174.1) (155 .. 2). (170.2) (17'7.4) {201.2) (96 .. 4) (157 ,7) (2i9 .. 6) {126,2) {110.2) 

. l· . t 
Control :sectfon\6 

North'Lane i 2i6.3 211.0 120.1 176.5 227.6 211.0 .123;6 720.8 160.2 56.2 127.2 
South:Lane ·i 86.5 129.1 149•1 157.3 105.5 216.3~ 149;1 54tL'6 173.0 70.9 110.9 
(Av~r4ge) ·1 .(15i.4) {170.0) (134.6) (166.9) C166.6) (.213.6) {136.4) (630l7) (166.6) (63.6) (119.0) 

aAdditionai surface aggregate added since previous test. 



Table 16. Average Relative Stiffness from Benkelman Beam Tests, Fairfax Sections 

Relative Stiffness, kips/in. 

5 mo. 7 mo. 8 mo. 10 mo. 19 mo. 21 mo. 22 mo. 
Post- after after after after after after after 
Const. Const. Const. Const. Canst. Const. Const. Gonst. 

Section & Oct. March Hay· June Aug. June July Aug. 
Location 1976 1977 1977 1977 1977 1978 1978 1978 

Hirafi Section 3 
North Lane 149.1 163.2 254.4 184.0 393.2 146.6 176.5 160.2 
South Lane 270.3 188.1 201.2 270.3 455.3 184.0 262.1 192.2 
(Average) (209. 7) (175.6) (227.8) (227.2) (424.2) (165.3) (219.3) (176. 2) 

Control Section 4 
North Lane 176.5 176.5 393.2 376.1 432.5 151.8 180.2 254.4 0'\ 

"" South Lane 298.3 176.5 270.3 576.7 393.2 184.0 233.8 216.2 
(Average) (237.4) (176. 5) (331. 7) (476 .4) (412.8) (167.9) (207.0) (235.3) 

Mirafi Section 5 
North Lane 131.1 129.1 332.7 221.8 254.4 127.2 169.6 146.6 
South Lane 216.2 160.2 332.7 262.1 320.4 154.5 188.0 188.0 
(Average) (173. 7) (144. 6) (332. 7) (242.0) (287. 4) (140.8) (178.8) (167.3) 

Control Section 6 
North Lane 92.1 160.2 169.6 455.3 393.2 176.5 157.3 163.2 
South Lane 254.4 216.3 298.3 576.7 376.1 221.8 211.0 227.6 
(Average) (173.2) (188.2) (233.9) (516.0) (384.6) (199. 2) (184.1)b (195.4) 

--
a Tests conducted after seal coat surface added to roadway. 

bThis series taken following 3" rain and 1. 5 hr delay. 
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7.3 

Considerable variation in average deflections and relative st.iff~ 

ness existed in the Alburnett sections prior to construction. However, 

fOr similar subgrades the values wete reasonably close. Similarity of 

post-construction values was important since they served as the initial 

datum for subsequent comparison of performance versus time. In general, 

post-construction values were less than pre-construction, due to distur

bance of natural in-place stabilities inherent with most soil materials. 

Following construction remolding, tnost roadway materials will tend to 

regain a stability through natural processes as well as traffic densifica

tion. In general, Figures 23, 26, and 27 illustrate the stability 

regained within Alburnett sections lA through 2B and Fairfax sections 

3 through 6 during the period from construction to spring and/or summer 

1977. However, Alburnett sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 (Figures 24 and 25) 

illustrate little stability regained during the satne period of time. 

Deflections and stiffnesses of sections lA through 2Bwere consis

tently lower. and higher, respectively, than of other Alburnett site 

sections (Figures 23, 24, and 25), indicating the added strength provided 

by the two-foot thick granular backfill. Deflections within sections 5 

and 6 were consistently lower than those in sections 3 and 4, a condition 

compatible with the prior assumption that sections 5 and 6 were founded 

on less frost-susceptible subgrades. If it is assumed that sections 5 

and 6 were thus a datutn for comparison with all other sections, it is 

then apparent that the granular backfill, and/or backfill coupled with 

fabric, increased stability and performance characteristics of the frost 
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susceptible subgrade above that attainable within the non-frost-

susceptible subgrade~ Likewise it is also appare11t tl:lat use, of the 

fabric within. frost susceptible sections .3 and, A did nQt improve deflec-

tionand stiffness performance to that o.;f the.non-frost-susceptible 

sectio.ns. 5 and 6, 

Immediately following a spring thaw, deflections of a roadwPY will 

generaLly be high. while stiffness values are low, each chara¢teristlc 

tending to rever.Se• and improve: with time as .. gravitational .. moisture move-, 

ment and/or capillary transpiration/evaporation occurs, a. e.onditiqn 

often referred to as healipg. In general, such e.onditions were. noted 

each s.eason within each kind .of sit.e material (Figures 23 through 27}. 

·The principal .exception to this generality occurred in A\lgll.St 1977 when 
" 

exceptionally high rainfall finally broke the preceeding drought (Figure 

19). At this time,. deflections increased and stiffness. decreased in 

Alburnett sections lA through 2B and Fairfax sections. 4 and. (>.~.. Alburnett' 

sections 3 through 6 and Fairfax sections. 3 and. !5 we:re basicaJly un--

affected. 

Performance of a. roadway will usually be increased following .a.n:y 

$tibgrade, base, or surface improvement, which then slowly diminishes 

with time due to various combinations o;f .tr.a,ffic density, loading, 

environmental factors, and material fatigll.e and deterioration. In 

general, Figures 23 through. 27 intimate $uch a. diminution .of s.upport 

performance. For example, a linear regre$sion of relative stiffness 

versus time data within the Albu:rnett se9ti()ns.,\Y:()t1),(l :!,nct.!c..a_t~ a .. ~.l:.:!,ghJ::. 
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slope down and to the right with the data ()f each succeeding season 

beginning in the spring of 1977. It cannot be concluded, however, that 

the seasonal decrease in performance was due strictly to the previously 

noted material factors, since the effect of both low and high subgrade 

moisture conditions during the study period may not have provided a 

normal data base equilibrium of such conditions. 

During the three seasons of study, deflection/stiffness performance 

within Alburnett sections lA through 2B indicates a general superiority 

of sections lA and lB, decreasing with section 2A to control section 2B 

(Figure 23). Section lA contained fabric between the soil-aggregate 

surface and granular backfill, while fabric encapsulated the granular 

backfill within section lB. If it may be assumed that the 1977 season 

was atypical relative t.o subgrade moisture, section lA could be looked 

upon as generally providing the best cost versus stability benefits for 

the granular backfill treatment of this frost-prone subgrade soil. 

It is .apparent from Figure 24 that use of fabric between the soil

aggregate surface and this frost-susceptible subgrade improved the 

deflection/stiffness characteristics over each of the three seasons 

of study. Disregarding the outlier data of August 1977, improvement of 

deflection/stiffness values through fabric usage ranged from a low of 

about 6% in July 1978 to a high of 90% in April 1979. While the April 

1979 percentage improvement in Mirafi section 3 as compared to control 

section 4 is significant, it should be noted that average maximum 

deflections recorded at this time (Table13) were in excess of 0.25 
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inch for section 3 and approached 0.5 inch for section 4 --values 

h-igher than .normal:Ly . accepted P.es ign deflections. 

])isregarding :the Pt1·t:l:ter data of .July 1-978, Albut;"Jl-ett sections 

5 a,Ilil 6 b9-sical~y showed no variabi:Lity during the. 1977 ·boil/heal 

season,· a slight variability during 19.78, and some definite variation in 

1979. Particularly in April immediately following .thawing. Hea:l:ing 
., i.~ 

occurred. rather quickly~ however, :within both the 1978 and 1979 seasons• 

Re.l'ative stiffness values for each Fairfax s.e.ctio.n versus time ' . . ' ' . ' .' ; ,' ' .. . . . . ' . . ' " ' ~ 

(Figures 26 and.27), were in a ra!lge similar.to that for values obtained 

fo;- Alburnett se.ctions .lA through 2B and may, be sttr:l.buted to a· 

s;i,milarity J>etw~en the Alburnett granular backfill and the Fai.r.fax macadam 

bas.e~ 

Unlike the grantdar .backfill Alburnett.sections, howev.e:r, use of. 

M:irafi fabric between the Fairfax s:u,bgrade and macadam.base provided no 
' ' ·. .· . . ., 

' 't -~-- ~ 
•.. N'f¥. 

basic deflection and stiffn.ess Pe:rformanc;e ~inprovement, particularly at 
0 • • 

the. cr;i,tical stage of frost .boil dev~lopment, i.e·, ~allowing the spring 

thaws .of both 1977 and 1978. Figures 26 and 27 illustrate that initial 

relative stiffnesses were similar tq one anotherat the begin:n:i,ng of 

each s.eason and also were similar to the post-construction values. 

Fairfax sections 5 and 6were founded on whatwas assumed to be a 

stable subgrade, yet slightly greater post-con9truct.ion deflections were 

o}>served there as coVtpared to those of section 3 and 4 which were fouAded 

in the presumed frost-susceptible area (Table 14). 

deepening of dit:ches, the. subgra.4e qf se(!t;i,ons ) anp. ~ maJ7: haye .'becQrne. 

much better drained than it was prior to construction. Sections 3 and 4 

are also on a slightly steeper grade than sections 5 and 6, thus encouraging 

·"' 
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more rapid runoff and less infiltration of precipitation. 

In general Fairfax control sections 4 and 6 showed a more rapid· 

seCtions··3· arid $';·.during the 1977 season. , l?os.t-boil 

heal,ing of any of the sections was basically nonexistent during the 1978 

season. ·None c>f the Fairfax sections was as greatly affected by the 

heavy A.ugu.st 1977 rains as were the Alburnett sections~ a ·fact thafmay 
. . 

be at least pa:rfi~lly attributable to the seEI.l cc>a~t surfacing in the 

spring of 1977 which would Tl1llif surface infiltration.· 

It is thus apparent from Figures 26 and 27 that use of Mirafi 140 

fab~ic ~within the Fairfax' si.te· provided no improvement in deflection and 

stiffness performance. c>f the. roadway. The observations noted may reflect 

a. tenden~y of tb,e,inacad~mbkl.se to reach equilibrium stability .throughout 

the Fairfax site ·regardless of subgrade variations c>r the presence o£ 

Mira£i fabric. In addition~ any beneficial performance effects due to 
~ r 

,._,;;~, 

fab.ric. may be o'v.ersha:dowea by the quality of the entire rc>adway as created 

by the ina:cadam. base'only. 

With .the primary exception Of Alburnett sections .3 and 4~ most 

Benke1man:beam rel:>ound;measuretnerits at both sites wete nearly equivalent 

to maximum deflections, indicating that each roadway was undergoing· 

predominantly elastic stra.:lns. Use c;;f eiastic. the~ry, in which defortna-

tions are directly proportional to applied stresses,: thus appears 

reasonably vali,d in analysis of defle.c.t.iort test results. In evaluating 

loading capabilities, comparisons should be made only with sections 

having similar· subgtade, surface. and/ or base couts.e. material properties 
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ih order that any s:upport;ive diff.er.e:ttces might be attributable to the 

fabr:tc. Using the 197.7 Alburnett data, fabric sections lA, l:S and 2A 
; ·,·. -, -· . - .. - ' 

dec:.;:eas.ed ~v~r<;l~N deJlection py 10%,.as compq.red. to contr.ol sestion 2ll, 

indicat;ing that ,the :;~tress at the. s.qbgrade ~mrface was .about 10% less in 

these sections. Alburnett sections 3 and A.indicated a:Qout 25% redqction 

in pot;ential st~bgrade st;res13 witl:l use, of.t;he fabric, whi~e sect:lons 5 

and 6 indicated.only a 7% stress .reduction with use of .the fabric on a 

stable subgrade. 

B~ making various asf!!umptio~s .of .:Po.;sson 's ratio and configuration 

of wheel. loa<f,ings ~ ,val,ues of. the mod,'llli of elasticity could b,e ·back-

calculated for e~ch of the above sections. thf;oughus,e1 of Boussinesq 

the.ory. Thus a ~oisson's ratio of 0.3 .was .assumed for. t;he Alburnett 
' ' ' -·~ . . ' . - . . ' ~ 

gra:nular bacl<fill., while .0.4 was a,ssumed for those sections with no granu-

lar bac.kfilL Contact are.a of the tire was assumed as. circular and was 
' • - • . . • • . , • . . I • . , 

obtained by dividing the rear axle load by four (number of tires) anq the 

constant tire pressure of 75 psi. Since the measured deflection lltas 

between tw.o loaded ar.eas and superposition is valid ,in elastic theory, 

one-•nalf of t;he deflection area was assumed to be caused by one .tire 

load;ing. 

Mod:1.1li of elasticity vc:llue::;. thus .. calcu,lated for t;he 1.977 ~lbu:rn,ett 

·. sections ranged, from about 3500 to 15 ,600 psi, the la tte'):' being obtained 

in the granular backfill sections. The higher value is within a ~ypical 

range for dense sand and gravel,· wliiie t:h:e Tower 

s,ilty or sandy clays, e,a,c·h of which made up a.basic S.'ll.!>~rad~ .. §!oil of the 
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Alburnett sections. Through this ,process of back-calculation of moduli 

from deflection;values, a modulus of elasticity.of each section would 

=~~-.; .... ~._.c .... ~.~~······;..,.~"-·;.:=:··~"t:::t·'<"''--;~.;;';~·;;;·';;::T·;;:;'·c"'t.·;:. .. ··~~~~mtf ~otii]la ratlve: 'telat i()nship as a11·. deflections 

of Tables 13 anq 14. Since the calculated moduli were in a: range of 

typical soil val~es., ·. they aqd validity: to use of Benkelman beam .deflec

tio.ns for a. roadway: system performance evaluation and load carrying 
".l·; ,' 

capabilities. 

Figure~ 23 and 24 indicate some test section Variability:. Labor.a

tory K-Tests were conducted on a similar subgrade soil, beca1.1se of 

·insq,ff:bcient site samples, thus making direct co~relations between labor

atory: arid fi~ld responses som~;hat. coll.jecturaL However, some pertinent 

t;rends regarding laboratory: tests and f'abr.ic usage as a struc.tural 

reinforcement can beseen. The I<-Test vertical deformation modulus ·E v 

and lateral s.tress ratio k '(Table 5) are, in principle, related to 

relative stiffness obtain~d· from the Bep.kelman b.eam test. Laboratory: 

stabil-ity: te~·ts ill.dicated that ad.d:f.tion of fabric should produce a slight 

reduction in composite stiffness prior to degradation by: capillary: 

moistti:ie absorp.tion during 'free.ze;..thaw. Figures 23 and 24 indicate a 

decrease in.relad.ve stiffness following construction. After S'\lb}ection 

to freeze-thaw, laboratory: tests predicted a slight increase.in Ev; field 

tests made in April. 1.977 showed. some nominal improvemEmts in relative 

stiffness. Inc.orpo.ration of .. fc:t.bric. pred:i,ctec:i an itnproved c.:...<f> .relation-

ship following freeze-thaw, which should then tend to. improve as moisture 

con.tent is reduced through .drainage, transpiration, and/or. evaporation, 
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(healing). However, portion~ .of tlie ~oil matrix g.nd/or soil-matrix.

fa_bric bond might be expected to gradually reducetbrough contin!led 

freeze-thaw cycling and moisture absorption, reducing the stress 
• ·. ' · .. • " . ' ' --·-· ' . ·;:.-·e;::· '.· 

ratio and c.,-<f>capabilities; this action is not unl.ikE! th~ gradual re-

ductioi1 of field relat:i,ve stiffness v:alues versus time.. Fluctuations 

of relative stiffnE;!ss. due to .field moisture co~tent changes could also 

be anticipated on the b~sis of the data of Ta})le 5. When coupled with 

the discussiot1 of freeze-thaw elongation and stabi!Jty previously -. . .,. ·. .· -. -. ,.._ ... ·· ., '"""-''· 

presentE!d, the purpose in citing such trends is primarily to emphasize 
. ' i. . ' . . . . .... 

, that simple laboratory testing methods rna>', and sJlOuld, _be developed, 

whicl:1 will provide predictiv:e crtteria for designed in.,-situ usa&e of. a 

soil-aggregat,e-fabric· system. From all indications h~_rein, thE! Iowa 

K-Test .could potentially be develoJ?ed. for such a purpose. 

3.3.4.2. 'spherical Bearing Valu,es. puring1977 and 19:Z8, .. t;:elative 

bearing capacities of the surface of .each fiE!ld test section were 

evaluated through useage o:f the Spherical Bearing Value (SBV) t'est [10, 
. . . . 

11]. The SBV is somE!what similar to., thoug~ ,less destructive than, a 

CBR. SBV data may bE! converted to such values as CBR, or Westergaard's 

modulus of subgrade reaction, K. 

SBV testing consists of measuring road surface penetration of a 6 
I . •·• . . ' .• ·., ... ·, ' 

inch diameter spherical penetrometer during controlled hydraulic jacking 

against a loaded frame. Penetration deflections .ar:e independently measured 

through a dial gage supported f ronl.. all. arm ori the r6aaway·-su'Ff'aC:e';-wet1: 
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away from the .deflection basin created during the test. Penetration 

deflections are taken at 200 psi hydraulic pressure gage intervals to 
. . . 

~-··~ilt~Ieast.2!Hm-·psf;···o·f unf:i.l ·~r·maximum· dial gage reading of L 0 inch is 

achieved. Spherical penetrometer contact area within the roadway is 

obtained from1TDh, where Dis the sphere diameter and .his the penetra-

tion. Since the area of the hydraulic piston was 2.234 sq in., gage 

pressures were converted to pounds o:f load on the sph~ri.cal· penetro

meter. A plot: or t,:hese loads versus their respective contact ~reas may 

be produced, and . t,:h~~ slope of a linear regression line through the points 

is d~fined as the S.BV, in psi. The larger the SBV, the greater the 

relative bearingcapacitY of the road,way system~ 
'. ',' > ' -c" t 

SBV's were obtained at :the one-third points of bbth traffic Um~s 

in every section. As with. the Benk,el~an beam tests, pre-:construction 

SBV tests were run on the Alburnett :-but' not on .the Faitfax -~~·ct;i,ons. 

Average SBV results for each section are presented in Tables 17 ~nd 18. 

Res\.!lts from th~ two-:year series qf tests were. relatively dis~ 

· app,ointing in regard to defining e;ignifi~ant variations in bearing 

· capacities bet~een. comparable sections. Plots o:f SBV ,data versus time 
-, , ' 

indicated some variation in Alburnett sections lA through2B, both before 

y and after constn'lction, but about 6 htonths. 
l 

traffic possilHy because 'of. niore un$:fbiJ:.'ln .. d.et)s.ities of· th.e· materials 

afte-r repeated. traffi,c loadings. saV\~·V¢~s:qs t:i:.me: :for sections lA 

through 2B wexe consistently higher .:than:tho$e.c.>btained fdr sections 3 
---· .-. ' . . ' 

through 6, probably.because af it1cluslor1 9:fthe gtahular backfill •. 



Table 17. Average Spherical Bearing Valu.es, Alburnett Sections 

Spherical Bearing Values, psi 
b 6 mo. 7 mo. 8mo. 10 mo. 19 mo. 21 mo. 22 mo. 

Pre- Post- after after after ·after after after after 
Const. Const. Const. Const. Const. Const. Cons.t. Const. Const. 

Section & Oct. Oct. April May June Aug. June July Aug~ 

Location 1976 1976 1977 1977 1977 1977 1978 1978 1978 

Mirafi Section lA 
North Lane 2025 815 3720 1405 4286 2448 a 964 
South t:ane 1960 1321 3064 1373 a 1231 4299 
(Average) (2025) (815) (2840) (1363) (367 5) (1911) (1231) (2631) 

Mirafi Section lB 
North Lane 3510 625 4315 1123 a 574. 
South Lane 2371 1201 2960 2077 8729 2018 a 1070 1225 00 

N 

(Average) (2371) (1201) (3235) (1351) (6522) (1571) (1070) (900) 

Mirafi Section 2A 
North Lane 1598 374 2740 810 4834 3033 a 1477 
South Lane 1715 1760 3700 1417 a 1397 2014 
(Average) (1598) (374) (2227) (1285) (4267) (2225) (1397) (1746) 

Control Section 2B 
North .Lane 1160 840 3788 1816 a 682 
South Lane 929 657 1590 1345 4170 1805 a 1448 909 
(Average) (929) (657) (1375) (1092) (3979) (1811) (1448) (795) 

Mirafi Section 3 
North Lane 420 355 280 378 1239 531 464 559 
South Lane 730 225 5zo· 474 1047 507 a 472 460 
(Average) (575) (290) (400) (426) (1143) (519) (464) (472) (509) 



Controi Section 4 
North Lane 4'55~ ~ 325 330 518 . 686 493 a 

$outli Lan~ 1050 245 .. 690 349 63f 524 a 274 

(Average) (752) (285) (510) (433) (66~) (509) (274) 

:! 
\ ,! ' 

Mirafi Section 5 '-.___.-/ .,' 

' ' .. , 

2435 280 .·· 580 1300·. 359 413 
NortP,Lane 401 .. a a 
sohth Lane 660 260 410 407 9~7 354 a a ~21 

;(Av~rage) (1547) {270) (495) (404) (1143) ··. (357) ($83) 

Cohtrol Section 6 i 

North. Larie 1890 360· 460 ·. 364 1660: 412 a a 838 

Sou!tb Lane 875 265 380 '297 737. 301 a a ~36 

l(Av'~rage) (1382) (312). ' (420) {3.30) (1198) (357) (704) ,;, QO 
.U> 

ra• . ·. . .... 
, Surface materials too soft t() ,,test. 

;bAdditi.bnal surface aggregate a,dded since p1revious test:. 



Table 18. Average Spherical Bearing Values, Fairfax Sections 

Spherical Bearing Value, psi 

5 mo. 7 mo. 8 mo. 10 mo. 19 mo. 21 mo. 22 mo. 
Post- after after after after after after after 

Const. Const. Const. Co!lst. Const. Const. Const. Const. 
Section & Oct. March May June Aug. June July Aug. 
Location 1976 1977 1977 1977 1977 1978 1978 1978 

Mirafi Se"c tion 3 
North Lane 455 635 2671 3113 1541 497 938 1250 
South Lane 715 1600 1916 3976 1425 340 967 1026 
(Average) (585) (1117) (2293) (3544) (1483) (418) (952) (1138) 

Corttro1 Section 4 00 

North Lane 505 1215 2390 4302 1539 358 944 1301 .a:>-

South Lane 740 1080 2947 2391 1139 372 1135 912 
(Average) (622) (1147) (2668) (3346) (1339) (365) (1040) (1107) 

Mirafi Section 5 
North Lane 415 585 3000 2246 1358 919 1037 1195 
South Lane 530 720 2842 1704 1219 1457 1041 1174 
(Average) (472) (652) (2921) (1975) (1289) (1188) (1039) (1185) 

Control Section 6 
North Lane 610 465 2993 8922 1138 881 1212 1273 
South Lane 595 735 3308 2103 1099 1453 1313 1254 
(Average) (602) (600) (3150) (5512) (1119) (1167) (1262) (1263) 

-a Tests conducted after seal coat surface added to roadway. 
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.Comparative plots of SBV versus time for sections 3, 4~ 5 and 6 show a 

generally equal trend regardless of time or use of Mirafi fab:dc, 

and 6~were slightly larger than 

those of sections 3 and 4, thus partially relating to themore stable 

subgrade. 

Plots of SBV versus time for the Fairfax sections also indicated 

a generally equal trend regardless of t,ime or u~e of fabric. However , 

average SBV's of .the st~bie subgrade section~ ·s··a.na'6 were slightl:y 

lower than those of sections 3 and 4, a·re~ersed condition similar t:o 

that noted within the Benkelman beam discussion. 

Portions of the indistinct var~ability of SBV results bei:we~n; 

comparable section~ maybe due i.n part'to the rado of soil or aggregate 

particle si~es to diameter of contact: area of' the s'pherical penetro

meter approaching unity with the macadam stone. If such a conditi.dn · 

were occurring, SBV properties of the fuli verti~aiiy profileci roadway 

systems courses were not being tested. Butt et al. [10, 11] obse.ived 

that the defon;nation mechanism operating during penetration of a soil 

mass by a spherical penetrometer con~ists' of c~mpression and consolidation 

of the !?Oil, followed by rupture and plastic flow, th\ls eliminating 

usage of anyelastic theory cif evaluation. Deformations uricier the 

spherical penetrometer, at least within the Alburnett sections, were · 

similar to those observed by Butt e.t aL for several secondary roads, 

indicating a combination of local and general shear during bearing 

capacity failure. When a bearing capacity failure occurs, shearing t,akes 
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plac~ along a curved surface emanating down and out from opposite 

sides of the loading device, then bending toward the surface. Depth 

of the failure surface may be dependent on the contact area of the 

device itself, which in turn is dependent on the depth of penetration 

(in the case of the sphere) and the strength of the various courses of 

the roadway. Thus the spherical penetrometer may not have produced a 

depth of shearing into or through the Mirafi-fabric contact zone, yet 

the values were affected by strengths of the surface courses, base, 

granular backfill and subgrades. 

A parallel can be drawn between the laboratory-derived sh~ar strength 

parameters (Table 5) and the spherical bearing test results. SBV may 

be looked upon as a punching shear test involving an und~fined combina

tion of c and¢. From the laboratory tests it was predicted·that these 

parameters would be influenced at least to some degree by the fabric, 

particularlyafter freeze-thaw. In general, the predictions proved 

accurate. However, of the various sets of data taken after construction, 

three primary exceptions to the laboratory predictions were noted. These 

data were from t.ests performed in May and August 1977 on Alburnett 

sections lA through 2B, in Hay and August 1977 on sections 3 and 4, and 

in August 1977 on sections 5 and 6. In thes~ cases, the presence of 

fabric appeared to have little or no influence on the bearing values, 

suggesting either a divergence between laboratory and field test 

mechanisms, or the significant role of other unmeasured variables present 

in the field, or both. Because of its small contact area, the spherical 
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bearing value test subjects material to only a limited shear depth. 

It is therefore possible that the limited test zone may not have included 

the fabric~reinforced material, and failure could have occurred within 

the 6-in. soil-aggregate layer above the fabric. If this were the 

case, the next question might ask why the SBV test reflected some 

strength difference between fabric and control sections for a majority 

of the tests. One possible answer may be found in the effect of field 

moisture content on the fabric bond at time of testing. The laboratory 

K-Tests indicated a structural co11tinuity was enhanced after freeze-thaw, 

or at rglatively high soil moisture contents. The coincidence that non

differentiating SBV values were obtained on the same test dates suggest 

that field soil moisture may be a highly relevant factor in soil-fabric 

bonding characteristics and should be further studied in much more detail. 

3.3.4.3. Plate-Loading Tests. Since spherical bearing value tests 

did not adequately define performance differences between comparable 

fabric and non-fabric sections, conventional plate-loading tests were 

used in conjunction with the Benkelman beam during the latter phases of 

performance evaluation of the Alburnett sections. Although plate-loading 

is a somewhat cumbersome and costly test, it has the advantages (1) of 

being the basis for subgrade evaluation used in several pavement design 

methods, (2) of providing a subsurface influence configuration roughly 

equivalent to that of prototype tire .loads, and (3) of being readily 

associated with the modulus of deformation of elastic theory, a basic 

material parameter which can be back-computed. 
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A rigid, 12'-itrch 'diameter' circulai p1.at:e, consistent' with the 

contact area of the dual wheel tires, was hyd'raulically •loaded, while 

vertical plate displacements were measured.· Uniform plate contact with 

the roadway was achieved through use of a thin layer bffine· sand between 

the plate and the 'road surface. Incremental loads, each approximating 

10 percent of the maximum anticipated. wheel load~ we:r:e applied and held 

until the settlement rate·was less 'than ();002 inch per minute. Figures 

2'8 and .. i9 ar~ representative plate stress versus deformation plots·•tal~en 

A.pdi 13 and .Jtirt~ 14, 1979, t.espectively, on Alburnett Section 5. The 

Apr:i.l l979 test, Figure 28, shows a tespbnse 1whete appreciable. in:iti.al 

detcirmatioris wetif'obse-bt~d at each sttes!=l<'levei until settlement 

stability 6£ 0.002 in./lll.i:h.o.r less was achieved, thus giving rise to a 

.. second stable' defortnatibn~load cutve. 'For' the June'1979 test, Figufe 

'29, <measurable:unsta1:5ie d~fortnations did. riot o(!Cur at each. str~ess level; 

thus a s ingie 16ad curve r~suited • 

)Some'degree o'f st1bject:f.vd.ty must be appl:i.ed to the ii:lterpfetatioh 

of plate-load.ing results. Normally, the modulus of su.bgra(fe reaction, K,-

is defined by 

K ;:;::R . /:,.. ·, .. 

where p = plate stress at. 10 ;psi and A = the. corresponding stable d.ef orma-

tion value [9] . Values for medulus {)f:s:ubgrade' reae:tion-~pres'enl:'e<I'Tif~-. ·~·--·-,.--: 
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Figure 28. Plate stress versus vertical deflection, Alburnett 
Settion 5, April 1979. 
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Table 19 were determined through this convention~ 

Deformation moduli, in column 4 of Table 19, were computed using 

the relad.ori 

E = 1T p D (l-v2) 

4W 

* where p = plate stress, D = plate diameter, v == Poission's ratio , and 

W = plate settlement. This expression was developed by Burmister [12] for 

a rigid plate on a homogeneous material. In a strict sense, this 

equation may not apply to the internal response of. the soil-aggregate-

fabric composite. However, the resulting deformation modulus is thought 

to be a valid indicator of net response of the composite system. Where 

the option existed, plate settlements were taken from the initial loading 

curves at 75 psi because of the potential for correlation with the 

Benkelman beam tests. 

Loading rate is known to influence deformation response, particularly 

for nonelastic systems and the Benkelman beam test involves a fairly rapid 

load application rate. Though loading rates were thus obviously different 

for both tests, Table 19 indicates a high degree of correlation between 

test values of deformation at 75 psi stress and modulus of deformation, 

E, and between the calculated plate bearing and beam values. Three 

exceptions to this correlation are noted, specifically for three plate 

bearing tests in which deformationsexceeded the capacity of the measuring 

* For comparative purposes V was estimated at 0. 33. This is a value 
commonly used for unsaturated soils. 
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Table 19. Comparison of Plate Bearing and Benkelman,BeamTest Results 

(1) 

Section 

4 

5 

6 

lA 

lB 

2A 

2B 

3 

4 

5 

6 

(2) 

Date 

ll 

tt 

n: 

6/14/79 
If 

~~ ,, 
~ 

It 

I 

J 
t 

·~ f 

(3) 
Sub grad~ 
Reaction K 

(pci) 

189 

67 

1000 

714 

2,222 

1,429 

1,429 

2,000 

333 

153 

2,000 

2,000 

Plate Bearirtg 

(4) (5) (6) 
Deformation Deformation Permanent 

Moduf\ls, E at Deformation 
(psi) 75 ps:i. (in) 

1050 0.60a 0.25 

373 >0,80a 0.40 

5256 0.120 0.18 

4375 0.144 0.28 

18,000 0.035 0.05 

11,050 0.057 0.05 

lQ,SOO 0.060 0.05 

13,700 0.046 0.01 '-

f,tl5 0.565 _0.45 

512 0~82a 0.50 

7,500 o-.O:s4 0.04 

8,400 0._075 0.06 

Benkelman Beam 

(7) 
Deformation 
Modulus, E 

(psi) 

%58 

1261 

5519 

4559 

16,134 

9,534 

8,503 ,-

11,873 

1,523 

1,203 

- 7,402 

8,067 

(8) (9) 
Defortnation 

at 
7':>: psi 

0.172 

0.499 -

0.114 

0.122 

0.039 

0.066 

0.074 

0.05J 

0.413 

0.532 

-0.085 

o.o1a 

Cpm.ments 

Plate bearing 
E determi~ed 
at 60 psia 
Failure at ~0 
psi p:J.ate 

··bearing E 
de.termined at 
20 psl.a -

Plate hearing. 

!td;be:~~ed 

\9.--~ -_ i 
. Thes1 are tests in which 

plate heari~g apparatus~ 
deforma-tions exceeded the. measurement capabilities of the field 

l 
j 
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device before a .75 psi stress could be achieved; i.e., the deformation 

moduli were computed at the stresses corresponding to the maximum 

measurable deformation. It should be noted that in one test (section 4, 

April 13, 1979), stress levels above 20 psi could not be attained. The 

road failed, thus achieving a state of limiting equilibrium. 

A third parameter derived from a plate-bearing test is the per

manent deformation occurring after unloading. Values presented in 

column 6 of Table 19 represent the intersection of the unloading curve with 

the abscissa of the stress-deformation plots, for example, Figures 28 and 

29. The magnitude of permanent deformation is thought to be an important 

factor in evaluation of secondary roads since economics dictate the use 

of soil-aggregate systems which will nearly always undergo permanent or 

plastic deformation. Although the question of acceptable permanent 

deformation magnitudes has not been universally resolved, experience 

with many Iowa secondary roads suggests that one-half inch of permanent set 

represents an upper limit. The April test results for sections 3 and 4 

tend to substantiate this estimate. At the time of test, section 3 was 

performing"adequately, while section 4 was apparently near the threshold 

of unsatisfactory performance, in that permanent deformation observed at 

section 3 was 0.25 inches, while it was 0.4 inches for section 4. 

The relative performance of comparable fabric versus nonfabric 

sections is indicated by nearly all parameters developed from the plate

loading tests. The April tests on frost-prone subgrade sections 3 arid 4 
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-· 

show a 2.8 improvement fac.tor :J:o:r both K .;tnd E where fabric was present -

(section 3). Tests on strips constructed over the less frost-susceptible 

subgrade s~ctions 5 an,d 6 indill_§!,f~ th~t pref?~nce C>t.fabrj.c in,cr.eas~d. ~ l:>y 

a factor of 1. 4 and E by 1. 2. This supports the previo1,1sly presented 

contention. that any benefit from fabric may not be realized until the soil 

is rendered exceptionally w~ak. through som~ natural ~rocess such as frost 

action or lack of drainage. Furth~r support for this concept is evident 

f:ro~ t;est tes1.1lt';; fo:r s~<;t;toP:!i{ i iht.ough 6 obtain~d on June. 14~ 197.9 
; > , •; • : l_ .'. ' -~:." ~~ ,-~., < ·•)"!\: ;;).i"'.c_· · ·· • 

~(Table 19). Beari1fg.t,.Q mind tJ:t:a;t.·tbe J\}?~il tests were performed at what is 
. -

prol:?ab~y the most CJ;'~~,i~~~ l't9t*t,~~·t;he Spt::i,ng t;haw pe:r.io(i, the_ June tests 

represe~t pel;"forman,f!EL:;JLft¢p, ,tlle it-o~t boil$ have _at least: partially 

healed. tmp:r~vemell:t facto:t;s for bot,h ·K and E on the £:rost:-prone $t1bgrade 

sections 3 and 4 are reduced. to 2.2.. For sections 5 and 6~ over the non-. ( . . ·• . . . . .. -. .. 
frost-prone subgrade, the K Parameter indicates no improvement, while .E 

values suggest that including fabric actually decreas¢d the system stHf-

ness. A similar analysis can be t_n,C~;de through consideration of permanen,t 

deformations. Specifically, permanent deformations were smaller when 

fabric was present .;tnd a more ptonounced <!ifference in to:rresponding 

section occurred when the system was soft. 

Plate-loading results f_o:r section lA indicate that only slight 

improvement factors of 1.1 for .K and 1. 3 for E were _achieved when a 

single fabric layer was placed between the soil..,aggregate surface and 

granular fill. K and E va1ties.;fdr s-e21::Iotl.s lB and 2Kwer~eTower--Ehari-· 

those for the comparable noo.fabric section~ Thus as of the time_ oL _ 



testing, observed performance and fi~ld tests .suggest that little was 

gainea by using fabric in conjunction with a th'ick granular backfill 

under s\lbgrade and environmental conditions similar to those prevalent 

forthis field study. 

An alternative appro.;tch to the evaluation of the relative merit 

associated with using fabric to improve· secondary roads is an illustrative 

example of pavement thickness using pl~te-loading parameters. This' is 

a realistic approach, since C.ouil.ty engineers are often faced ~i.th'up

grB.d.ing farm_;to-market roads throt1gh a staged C.onstruct:i.on process. 

Grades ate improved during one di:>hstruC.tion season, 'and'when funds 

become a~ailable, the road is pa'li~a: typical ttaffic data for srich a 

road may be as follows: 

Traff:l.c count: 200 vehicles/day 

Maximum total gross load: · 4cr, 000 lb 

Single axle load limit: 18··ooo"lb ' . . . 

Percent trucks: 30% 

One flexible pavement d~sign t~chniquehased on plate-loading tests 

is prescribed by the Asphalt Institute [13]' and uses' th~ 15eariri.g value on 

a 1,2-inch. diameter plate at 0.2 itl.ch deformatian after 10 repetitions. 

Sinc.e bearing values for a. single repetition are all that were performei:l 

at Alburnett, the' resulting example design w()uld beslightly~nderc'onserva

tive and :V:ai:id :for comparative.purpo~eso~ly~ Ciinsi.detill.g the C.rit:lC.al 

Alburnett sections 3 and 4, bearing values taken h:om th~ .plate"-loactj,tig ·•· 

curves were 25.5 and 16.3 psi resp~ctively. Section 3 containing fabric 

would require a 9 inch asphaltic concrete pavement. By the same design 
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method, untreated section 4 would require in e~cess of 11 inches. Of 

pavement. Since .this design method has actually been correlated to a 

Tlliniin~tn b~aritig ·value. of oq1~ 21 psi; j;rt the c.as!a of sectiml.3, fabric 

would thus permit use of a pavement without employing potentially costly 

subgrade imp,rovement .alt.ernatiV'es suc,h as drainage structures or extensive 

filL 

A .similat; .ana'tysis can :be made fot: .a rigid pavement. Assu)Uing the 

~oncre~,e modul\1~ of rupture .at 300 psi an.,cl: tb,e previously lt1dicated 

traffic i.n,formation, and \lsi.ng.the modulus of subgrade reactions rep<;lrted 
- . . . ' < ' ' ' . . '· .. : ., 

for sectio"':ls 3 and.~. (Table 19)~ the AASHTO rigid pavement desigti method 

[9] indicates a 7 .5..,;inch pavement would be required for section 4, while 
• > .\. <, . . :· . .· . . . ., '_J. .. . l· -, 

the fabric-treated section 3 would require .6. 5 inches.. Th.is differen,ce 

could be economically significant. 

3.3.4.4. BenkelmanBeam/Plate...,Loadin~ Correlation. Since the 

Benkelman beam test comprises a large portion of the analyses for this 

investigation, and since the plate-loading test was used only in the latter 

phases, a .. correlation between. the two tests was tho\lght to be useful, in 

.. that. any in.;ferences drawn.. from one technique should also a,pply to the 

other.. The obvious approjich to such a correlation is through the def<;~rma-

tionmodulus, as pack-computeci using the :Surmister relation. It is known 

that both .. plate and tire contact areaE! were nea:rly eq.ual. If it is 

assumed that surface configurationa of each are equivalent, deformation 

mo.duli can be computed usingthe Benkelman beam deflection. In Table 19, 
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column 8, beam deflections measured at approximately the same location 

at which plate-loading tests were performed are. reported, and the 

comimtect''C1e1ormation''modtiii~, ·a.~sutliing;v = 0. 33' are listed in column 7. 

The resulting equivalency between th~ two parameters is illustrated.in 

Figure 30, the diagonal representing equality. With the exception of one . 

• point, the correlation is quite good for E:vC~-lues less than 9000 psi~ 

beyond which the Benkelman l>eani yields so111ewQ.at smaller values than 

does th.e plate-lo~d test. .· Differences in load rate or possibly surface 

contact configuration (he., two tires versus. a continuous plate) eould 

account for some c;>f. this variation. It is interesting to not~, Q.owever, 

tQ.at the four comparisons showing greatest deviation ·from equalJty 

occurred within sections h.aving thiclf granular baekfil!, Albu;rnett.JA 

through t'B. Another speculation is that spacing of the truck qual tires 

may create a composite elliptical CC:)'ntact area having a major dimension 

greater than that of the 12-:"inch plate. This suggests that the 

13enkelman beam influence could extend. farther into the soft .subgrade, hence 

lower. moduli. Actually, divergence from the equality line o£ Figure 30,is 

insignificant when variations normally experienced between test techniques 

used for soils and a detailed analysis of the phenomenon are not 

considered important.. The fact that there appears to be a consistent 

relationship supports the validity of t:he Benkelman beam test thus used 

astheprimary performanceevaluation technique !nthis report. 

3.3.4.5. K.-Test Results From In..,.Situ Samples. ~aboratory K-Tests 

were performed on specimens cutfrom 12-inch long, thin-walled tube 
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samples randomly removed from the Alburnett sections on April 13, 1979. 

Table 20 presents the results of these K-Tests. It should be noted 

from sections lA through 2B, the granular 

nature of the material made extrusion of such specimens unsuitable for 

testing. 

The purpose of this study was to provide a comparison of laboratory 

derived moduli of deformation from the K-Tests, with those derived in

situ from either the plate bearing and/or Benkelman beam tests. In 

addition, it was hoped that c-¢ values from the presumably undisturbed 

roadway samples would provide data relative to the ultimate bearing 

capacities of the individual sections. As may be noted from Table 20, 

deformation moduli are quite inconsistent with the field derived values 

of Table 19. Sample disturbance appeared to.account for at least a 

portion of the inconsistencies noted. In addition, only the upper portion 

of each tube, consisting of the soil-aggregate surfacing, was of adequate 

length to permit proper trimming to a length required for the K'""'Test. 

The laboratory c-¢ values however provide insight to one factor relevant 

to evaluation of the test sections, i.e., considerable variability of 

near surface materials., probably due to the nonuniform spot additions of 

surface aggregate noted during early summer 1978. 

Each c-rp value of section 4 was used for computation of ultimate 

bearing capacity in the hope that a correlation could be obtained with 

the plate-loading failure of 20 psi. However, the high c-rp values 
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Table-20. K-Tes·r-Results from In-:Situ Samples of April 13, 1979, 
Alburnett Sections. · 

·Section 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Deformation Modulus 
· E75 (psi) 

·-

2405 
1500 
2676 
2519 
1970 

E = 2214 

s = + 478 

2135 
1507 
1592 
1668 
32'60 

e· = 2032 

s = ± }28 

1527 

976 
2855 

~ = 1915 

s = +1328 

E, ~, c repres.ent. tn~a1;1 values 

s = standard deviatipn 

, .. 

Friction Angle 
q; (degrees) ·· 

52.3 
38.7 
52.8 
46:1 
35.8 

¢, = A3 .9: 

s = + 8.0 

4~2 
26.7 
32.8 
38.4 
38.8 

~ ~ 37.0 

s = + a.o 

•40.7 

34.5 
44.9 
-.. -

~ = J9. 7 .. 

s = + ?.4 

Cohesion 
c.· (psi) 

15.6 
10.7 
1.2.2 
19.6 
13.5 

c·= 1:4.3 · .. 

s = + 3.5 

12.9 
10.4 
13.2 
1.3 .7 
24.2 

c .;, 14.9 

s = + 5.4 

'6.4 

·. 8. 6 
11.8 

c ~ 10.2 

s ~ + 2.3 

r 
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obtained on the soil-'a.ggregate surfacing resulted in calculated 

bearing capacities far in excess of the 20 psi bearing failure in~situ, 
' 

indicating :fafiure occurr~ecl :gredoni.inatitly within the weakened 

subgrade mater~alr;. 

l'able 20 also presentr; the median and one standard deviation of 

each parameter. The la:tge standard d.eviations · nc>t only indicate the 

nea~ surface mate.rials variS,bility p:r;eviously. noted, but lend support to 

1, ', - "'- . " 

the view th~t fiel;d tests such af:l Benkelman buiam and plate bearing are 

considerably more"appropriate for performance evaluations. Such in-situ 

·tests ·.provide a mo.re adequate perform@nce measuren;tent of. the composite 

sur£ace~fabric..,.subgrade system. 
~ 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Many secondary roads in the upper Midwest are vulnerable to loss 

of traffic support capacity .each spring, 'particularly as induced by 

excessive mois.ture in thaw-softened .subgrades. It was the purpose of this 

investigation to evaluate in-situ performance of Mirafi 140 fabric as an 

interlayerrei~forcementbetween a frost•suscepdble fine grained sub

grade and either asoi1~aggregat~·surfaced.or granular based roadway. 

Seven Mirafi test sections were {!OfiStrtict.ed .in October 1976 in 

' .. , . ' . ' - ,, ~ ' . ' - ' - ' ' '_,. - - . •', :· -, - . ' -. ' - . _, ' '-. -: ' . LJ:nn County, Iowa, five on a soil-aggregate aurfaced road north of 

Alburnett and two on a macadam base roadway northwest of· Fairfax. Each 

test section was paired with an.adja~ent control section constructed in 

the same manner as .the test section, but lacldllg fabric. Following is 

a brief description of ea'ch section: 

1. Alburnett sections lA thropgh 2B cbnsisted of a 2 ft. thick 

granular backfill placed in an uhdet"cut of a frost-susceptibie sub'

grade and·overlaid with. a 6-inch soil'-aggregate surface. In section lA 

the fabriC:: was P.laced between the surface course and granular backfilL 

Fabr.ic etl.t:allsulated the'· granular backfill in section lB. Granular back

fill was placed in a trough C>f fabric for construcitioriof section 2A. 

Section ZB was the control., in that :l.t contained n:o fabric. 

2~ Alburnett sections 3 and 4 we're constructed as a 6-inch thick 

soil-aggregate surface overlying a frost-susceptible subgrade. Fabric 

was interlayered between the surface and subgrade materials in section 3. 
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3. Alburnett sections 5 and 6 consisted of a 6-inch thick soil-

aggregate surface_ overlying a stable, non-frost-susceptible subgrade. 

Fabric was int~rlayeredbetweel). t:h~ surface and subgrade in section 5. 

4. I)ue to nec~s~ities ~utlined within the text of this report, 

Fairfax sec.tions .1 and. 2, similat: to Alburnett sections 1 and 2, were 

not constructed. 

5. Fairfax sections 3 and 4 consisted of an 8-inch thick macadam 

base overlying a frost-susceptible subgrade •. The bas~ was toppe<l with a 
,')," 

4;_inch l~yer of ch()ke,stone and ulti~~tely a thin aspha::).tic concrete 

wearing surfac_~. ~ect;iol). 3 contained a laye:r of fabric between the 

base and frost-prone subgtade. 

6. Fairfax sections 5 and 6 were constructed in the same_ manner 

as s~ctions 3 and 4, .with the exception that the sub,grade was considered 

stable, or non-frost susceptible. Section 5 contained a layer of fabric: 

between the base and stable subgrade~ 

Though .. the investigat:~on reported herein was prima:rily a field 

perJormance evaluation, both laborato:ry and in-situ tests were conducted 

on the various materi.als and within each test al).d. control section 

location. The following gene}='al co11c~usions are thus based on. parameters 

obtained through evaluation of e;uch ite~ws as freeze-thaw tests,stability/ 

strength analyses, in..,.situ moisture and density tests, climatological 

data, nenkelman beam,, and plate-bearing tests. 

1. 
c,,,, • -~- __ ., ,., ,,.,, ________ ,,,, ______ ' -c--·~- ,_,, __ ,_,_,~----- .---,--.. ·--------,.,·~---,---- •• , Jot'. 

Laboratory and in-situ data within this study indicate a ·· -

forcement capabil:i;ty whet!. Mirafi .140 :i,E3 i:rtter_l?yered be_twe_en a soil 

.... 
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aggregate surface and a frost-susc~ptible subgrade. Further reinforcing 

improvements can probably be achieved in frost-susceptible secondary 

roads utilizing fabrics having greater elastic characteristics than the 

140. 

2. Laboratory freeze-thaw tests of a frost-susceptible fine 

grained soil interlayered with orieor more Mirafi 140 fabric discs 

indicated a reasonable control of freeze-thaw elongation. 

3. Laboratory stability/strength tests of a frost-susceptible fine 

grained soil interlayered with one or more Hirafi 140 fabric discs 

indicated' some degree of improvement of parameters due to reinforcement 

both prior to and after subjection to freeze-thaw. Two layers of fabric 

appeared more beneficial than a single layer. 

4. Over the three years of this study, Iowa experienced the coldest 

winter (1976-1977) since 1936. November 1976 was the driest month ever 

recorded in Iowa. By the end of February 1977, drought had reduced sub-

soil moisture to an average of 98 percent short of normal. By December 

1977, subsoil moisture was still 12 percent short of normal, and it was 

not until 1978 that normal subsoil moisture conditions existed. The com-

bination of these extremes of climatological conditions, particularly 

subsoil moisture feed of the frost-susceptible subgrades, tended to com-

plicate field performance evaluations until the 1977-78 heave/boil season. 

5. Twenty months after construction, and following two seasonal 

frost cycles, a limited degree of moisture-density stability was noted 

only within the subgrade of Alburnett section 3. A significant reduction 

i.e .......................................... . 
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in dens.ity· and incre~se in woistt.ir~ c()J:ttent: were observed in the sub grade 

of Fairfax sectio~s 5 and 6, but were only pal:'tially reflected .in the 

in~situ performance data due in part: to the .wac.ad.atp base rigidity 

bridging the weakened subgrade. 

6. On the basis of in-;;si,:tu Benkelman l;>e~lll Aefl~ct.ions and r~lat:ive 

stiffness values, plus mod,uli. o{ ~.U:P&:r'Jtcle reactions .. and def()rn:tat~ons 

d'etermined from plate~'Qea:rin?. tests, ):firafi 140 ·fabric. I!erformed most 

favorably duri,ng t.he t;hree-year 'e!tudy a~ <'! r.einfsg:·~,~tnent bet:w.een a .. soil;.. 
'·.. • -'" ;, ."\ ' > • ,· •:'{' •. ' • '· ;vf, ' 

aggregate surfaceand fr()st,..er.oi1e subgrad~ (Alburnett section 3). 

7. Based. on the in~situ B.enkelincl.n beam and plate bearing parameters, 
•. ·: . . .·· ,·. . . '· ··;·. ,,_.. . . -,. ' . -. . . : 

use. ·?if: .Mi,J:'afi 140 fa,bric it;t conjui1cti,pn Jvith .gJ;".anula,r backfill in an 

undercut frost-susceptible subgrade soJLdoe$ n<>;t .. apRea:r signifi,cantly . 

. JU:St:i.fiabl~. 

8. Based .on the va~.~otis perfbt;nta,.nce parall).ete:r"s., use .. of Mirafi. i40 

fabric doe.$ not appear Ju.sti,fiab~e as a reinforce~nt between (l) a s.oil~ 

aggregate sq,rface and,. stable pon~£rost":":"susceptib.le$:ubgrade, or (2), between 

a macadam 'base and, either frost or,non-frost":":"suscepti'Qles:ubgrade~. 

9. Use of Miraf .. i 140 fabric ··.~.s•· a. r~inforcement for :host~susc~ptible 
• "' ·· · ·.•,• ' ·· 'r ' .• ·.,. · 

seco11dary. roads sho.uld pro'ba,bly .. be limited to apparent and/o.r suspected 
' . -· . , i _, ' ' . . . , . ~ . . . "" ' . . ·. ' 

a:r:eas. of frost.":":"prone s.ul:>grade$ und:erlring base. and/or s.u#ace materials 

havi~g less rigidity than a macadam base. Suc}l fabri.c reinforcement 

appears primarily d,esire,able .witbtn limited areas of a soil~aggregat:e 

surface overlying a frost;..prone stibgrad"e 'arid can be eaeliiy constr~t·e~r··b~y--~-~ 

cgunty maintenanc~ personnel. 

~ .~2i; :,'L;;dtfrtJwhr-r~ 'm -···· '· · ·\ ""· 
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10. Field soil moisture may be a highly relevant factor in soil;_ 

fabric bonding characteristics and should be studied inmuch greater 

11. Laboratory investigations, similar to the freeze-thaw and 

Iowa :K-Tests performed on a limited basis in this study; should be 

.expanded to a wider range of subgtade soils, in order to increase the 

reliabiLity and. predictability of in-7sltu fabric effectiveness in frost

susceptj.ble secondaJfy r.oads .• 

J 
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